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et the boat off, but could not~ do so. Just then Wild lei. his lasso '
about the neck of one of the three, the Chinaman with
he sword cut the lariat in two.
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No. 72. now TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-ll!lm ·
No. 81. HOW TO l\ll<~S:\lERIZE..-Containing the most ap- bracm~ all of the latest and most deceplive card tricks, with U
lustrat1ons.
Dy A. Anderson.
!Jlroved methods of mesmerism; also ho\Y to cu re all kinds o[
No . . 77. IIOW 'l'O DO li'O RTY THICKS WITH CARDSotilll!leases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By. Prof. Leo
0ontaming deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading coojuro~1
Bugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How lo Hypnotize," etc.
and . magicians. A.nanged for home amusement. l!' ully illustrat~1i.
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PALMISTRY .
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82. IIOW TO DO PALMlSTRY.-Containing the most apJijroved me thods of read ing the \iues on the hand; together with
r, fuH explanation of their meaning. A lso explaining phrenology,
1Hd the kPy for tellini: character by the bumps on the head. Dy
l!.flc Hugo .Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.

HYPNOTISM.

No. 83. BOW TO HYPNOTIZE . ~Containing valuable and in-.
=b-11d1'vt.l information r gard ing the science of hYI!notisl)l . . Also
~x);llaining the most approved method s \vhich are employed by the
!.ro..ding hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.

SPORTING .
No. 21. HOW T0 HUNT AND FISH.-The nlost complete
ltuntlng and fish ing guide ever published. It conlaius full iniJtructions about gt•ns, bunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
eo~ether with desci-iptions of game and fi sh.
.
. No. 26. HO\\' TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
Illustrated. Every hoy should know bow to row and sail a .boat.
Full instructions are given in this li ttle book, together witli in1~tructions on swimming and r iding, companion spo!'ts to boating.
N'o. '17. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE A.'D DRIVE A IIORSE.-'A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful hoi"ses
'll-t bu&iness, the bPst horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
~11<eases pecc1liar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A hanciy
't •">Qk fot boys, containing full directions for constrncting canoe~
<'I.I.id the most popular manner of sailing them. ll~ully illustrated.
"Sy <..:. Stansfield Hicks.
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~. 1. NAPOLEOXS OKACULUM AND DREAl\I BOOK.Ci;in ' aining the g1·eat 01·acle of human destiny; also the true meanli:iir of almost any kind of <lreams, together with charms, cercmonies,
illl•l curious games of cards. A complete book.
·
No. 23 . HOW TO EXPLAI::>l' DREA:i\IS-.-Everybody dreams,
f!'rom the liltle child to the aged man and woman. This li.ttle book
~ves the.· explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky
m.n<i unlu~ky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HO W TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
flnowiug what his future life will bring forth , whether happiness or
m!itery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by_, a glance at this li ttle
book. Buy one and be convinced. '.rell your own fortune . Tell
~ht fortu ne of your friends.
No. 76. HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.(O()nta i.ning rules for telling fortunes by the aid uf li nes of the hand,
-.·t the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling fu ture events
1)7 aid of moles, marks , scars, etc . . Illustrated. By A. Anderson.

7o. 6. ROW TO

ATHLETIC.
BE CO~m

AN ATHLETE.-G iving full inratruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars,
lli<ilrizontal ba rs and va rious other methods of developi ng a good,
~e ~lthy muscle; containing ove r sirty illustrat ions. Every boy can
1>0eome strong and healthy by following the instrnctions contained
m faia little book.
· No. 10. HOW TO B OX.-The art of self-defense made easv.
q",ontabiog over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dirfer~l'.lt positions of a good bo xer. Every boy shou ld obtain one of
~he.tie us.efu l and instructive books, as it will t each you how to box
wlthout an instructo r.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOJ\JE f:i. GYJ\INAS'.I'.-Containing full
lttji!tructions for all kinds of g.vmnaslic sports and ath letic exer cises.
JRl'fub:r-acing thirty-five mustrations. By Professo r W. Macdonald.
4.·.h.andy and useful book.
c:<No. 34. HOW TO F I!J~CE.-Containing full instruction for
l.'."ncing and the use of the broadswo:·d; a lso instruct ion in archery.
IDeacribed with twent:r'i:ine practical illustrations giv in"' the best
;}Oflitions in .fencing. A complete book.
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. _No. 2. HOW TO DO TIUCKS.-The great book of magic lllJt6'

card ~r i cks, conta info g. full instl'llction on all the leac\_ing card tric&;,
of the day, also y~e most popular mr.;;·ical illusions .as performed h;r
oni: l ea ~m:g magician's ; every boy should obtain a copy of thi3 b9'G:ts
as 1t w1ll both amuse and instruct.
No .. 22. HO~V TO DO. SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's sec:onJ !Olrll.-.1
explamed by his former assistan t, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining hol-~
.the secret dlalognes \Vere 'carriecl on ·between the magician and th<1boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The o.W:i
:rnlhentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW. TO BECOME A MA.GICIAN.-Conta.ining th~
gran~est assorhncnt .Qf )Dagical illugions eve r placed before ah"'
publ'ic. A.lso·tq'(;l{:s with oard,. incantalions, etc.
No. GS. HQW':'l' 9. DO ,O.U.E :m9AL 1i'ltICKS .-Containin11 ow•;·
bne .hund-red ·~ :_i;~!J' an;i\f~l_rlg'.'an~ mstructive tricks With chemi~.
By r~, A.p_cl ~r$~\l1 lJnnd,11omely 1llustrateJ.
·
No. tJl)' ),-I;O~;"'l'O · DO SkEIGHT OF. HA 'D.-Containinrr on«'
~f~y of 'th,11 Jat~~t.'.'and b!lst tricks used ' by magicians: A lso contl\lnmg the seC'r·et O'fcsecc'm'cYsighL ~ .... FuJly' illustrated. By A. Anderson
. No._ 70. IIOW '.I'O 1\IA,-l,;:;Jn'-' MAGIC TOYl:i.-Containin& fu l
direct1ons fo,· n;i~k,ng. l\l.a g1c· Toys and devices of many kinds. B,A.. Anderson. · l!-u)ly illustmtc<d.
··
No. 73_.. HOW. TO DO THICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showlnf
many cu1'1ous tncks with figures and the .magic of nurnhe~ By 11..
.Anderso n. Pully il lustrat' d:·
.
.No. 7.5. HO \Y' 'l'O ~{E00~1E A CONJUROH. - Contillnfot
tn_cks wit~ . Domm?s, Dice, Cups ,1UlJ Balls, Hats, etc. l!;mbracinf
tlurty-$1X _.,lustrat 1ons. Hy A. P,Cl'J.derson .
·
No. 78. ~WW TO DQ .'l'IlE,)3.~ACK "ART.-C9ntaining a <.'Om
-plete descnpt)on of the mystel·1es. .of l\Iagic and Sleight of Hand!
toget her with many wonderful experii:oents. B; A. Ani1 M11~j•
. . . ._ .___
Ill ustrated.
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MECHAN!CAL.

No. · 29. HOW TO BECOl\lFJ AN INVENTOR-Every 00-J
sho ul~ . l>now how inventions origina ted. This . book explains th ellO·
all , g1vil:!g example. in electricity, hydraulics, ' magnetism, opti~
imeumat1cs. Jnechan1cs, etc. The most inRtructi-ve book published
. No. 5tJ. HOW TO BEUOl\IE AN -ENGINEER.-Containing fu!J°
1r:struct1ons h<?w t::i proceed in 0i:der· to becon;1.e · a lO<!omoti ve en··
grneer; also d1rect1_ons fo r buildi_ng a model locomo·tive; tog~
t
-with a full descn pt1on of eve ryt'hmg an enginf'er should know.
u!.
. No._ 57. HOW TO l\IAKE MUSICAL I NSTR UMENTS.chrect1ons how t o mak~ a B_anjo, Violin, Zithe r, 1"Eolian Harp 0
i<J>
phone and other mus ical rn struments ; together with a. bl'ie di>
~c rip tio n . of n early every musica l instrument used in ancient o:r
modern t!lnes. Profusely illustrated . B y Alge rnon S. ll, itzgeralc!l
for t wenty year s bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
'
No. 5(). HOW, TO MAKE A MAGIC LAN'.rERN.-Contalnlni!i
a description of the lan te rn, together w ith its h istory and inventioo
.Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomel;.t
illustrated. B y John Allen.
No. 71. HOW '.l' O DO ~1ECHA.NICAL TRICKS.-Contalnlnf
complete instructions for perfo i·ming over sixty Mechanical Trick~
By A. Anderson. Fu lly illustrated.
,

LETTER WRITING.

No. 11. HOW TO \VRITE LOVE-LETTERS.plete little book, con taini ng full directions for w ·
and when to use them. givi ng specimen lette r:
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE L E ·J''.l'ER
co mplete instructions for writing
also letters of introduction '
No., 2.4. HOW .'.l'O. WR(
1
Conta1nmg full dn·ect1ons
also giv ing sample letter
No. 53. HOW 'l'O
'
TR CK
book. telling you h
~-· ·
I
S WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, uro
No. 5~ . HGW TO DO TR~CI~S W l'.rII . C::ARDS.-Containing hotly you wish to
(tjtplanat1<?ns of the gene:al pr1_nc1ple;: of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land sh
'<'..ard tr1cks: of card t ricks with ordmary cards, and not requ iring
.·'f\o. 74. BOW
11.~lg~t-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of faining full instru c
ll!peo:ially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. I!Justrated.
also rules for pun
( Con tinued on page 3 of cover.)
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Young Wild West and His Deadshot Band;
OR,

The Smugglers of the Canadian Border.
BY AN OLD SCOU'l'.
CHAPTER l.
YOUKG WILD WES'!.' AND '!.'HE

REVE NU 1~

MAN.

1oung Wild West was standing in front of the posLoftlcc
in Weston, Dakota, one morning in early spring when the
stage coach from Devil Creek, a hustling mining town
.-.-- ~-:me eighteen miles distant, pulled up and allowed the
,passengers to get out.
The handsome young Prince of t be 8addle and Uhampion Deadahot of the West, as the boy wa called, was simply one of about twenty who had gat hered there to await
the arrival of the mail.
Atiircd in a fine new lnrnting ~ uiL of buckskin lrirnm ed
with red si lk fringe, Young Wild West surely made a perfect picture of the i.ruc youna \Y cstern cr.
His long chestnut hair hung over his shoulder .. , making
a ort of frame for a perfect face. whi ch, though boyish. g, posscsse cl a11 th e ]m
' e o:f s t reng th , courage an d
!oo k m
lenaci t y of purpose.
Hc was talking to his three pari.ner · in the mining businei>s, who consisted of Cheyenne Char] ic, a well known
.vernmenf scout ; .Jim Dart, a hand ornc boy of his own
age, and Jack Robedee, another scout. who wore a wooden
leg from the effects of one of hi s cncounler" with rene~adeo .

ThC' four were no doubt the L"i chcst mine ow ners in the
town of Weston, and they had made their money. through
pluck, luck and dogged determi11 atio11.
'rh e last passenger to alight from lhc stage coach this
particular morning was a bron:r.c-fa(·cd man of fifty who
had more or less of a military appearance.
He scanned those standing about the po~toffiee with a

critiool eye, aucl as his gaze· finally rested upon Young
Wild West, he stepped forward and said:
"I guess you are the genilemari I want to see. You are
Young Wild West, are you not?"
''That's my name," replied Wild, who was not a little
surprised at the stranger's action.
"I thought so. You see, I had a pretty good de:;cription
of you before I got here. l\fy name i Deering-David
Deering, though I hardly suppose you have ever heard
of me."
" I can't say that I have, Ilh. Deering." ·
"No. Well , I came here to Weston to see J'<>U on very
important busin es~ . I am very glad I met you as soon as J
left the stage. Can I speak in private to you ?"
" Oh, yes. Come right into the postoffice. There is a
ba ck room there that we can have the use of ·for a few
minutes."
" Th<ank j ' 0 11. ,.
Y onng Wi Id West led the tall ma u wi tb the mi Iita ry appearance into the postoffice and then back into a rear room,
leaving his three partneJs wondering what was in the
wind.
A very pretty young girl, who was in the act of unLocking the mail bag:: as Wild and Deerin g passed through,
smiled at the dashing young follow a;: he went by her.
'T'hie was Arietta Murdock, Youn g Wild West's sweetheart, 1rho was Ii.ot only a beautiful girl, but a true Western girl wbo knew how to ride and shoot as good as a man,
'and whose courage was remarkable for one of her sex.
fJcr grandfather was the postmaster of t he t01rn, but sl1 c
was generally in charge and did most of the business, she
having been appointed his assistant.
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over the border. Young Wild West, you are a brick, and
you will 110t lose a thing by going to the North with me.
.Just pick out a fow of your deadshot friends as soon as yoll
can and we will sta.r t for the Souris river."
"All right,'' answered our hero. "It just happened that
l had nothing else on hand just now, and I guess· a little
skirmishing with the Chinese won't be bad exercise for
"You haven't come to arrest me, I hope," interrupted us. Come over to the office of the Wilc1 West roiining and
Improvement Company with me. But wait! I "·ant to g~_.,
Wild, with a laugh.
my
mail first.''
"No, I have come to try and get you to help put down
the smngglers that haTe beeu working so successfully on
Wild was leading the way out of the .back room now.
th e Canadian border for a long time."
The mail had been received and distributed by thi~
",l,h !" and the handsome young Prince of the Saddle time, anc1 as he walked up to the little window his sweetgrew interested.
heart handed him the letters and papers that "IVere' direded
The face of Deering brightened.
to him and the company of which he was the treasurer.
He sa\r he had impressed the boy favorably by what he
There were very few in the posloffice now, aJJd as Wild
had said.
took the mail he observed:
"Yes," he 1rent on, ·•you have been recommended as
"Et, I want to introduce you to ~Ir. Deering, of Juniper
being just the :i;arty to put an end to this smuggling busi- Falls. l\fr. Deering, this is my ·m eetheart, ro!iss iliurdock."
ness, which has got to be enormous of late. The majority
The girl put out her hand in true Western style.
of the l'mugglers arc Chinese-shrC\rd rascalB who have
Any person whom her lover thought good enough to be
lived long enough in this country lo learn the· ways of introduced to her she lhought good enough to shake hands
the evil white man and who are cruel and villainous with.
enough to commit any crime imaginable in order to gain
"I think .l can gues~ what brought Mr. Deering here,"
a point in their unlawfnl business. It is quite probable she observed, after the usual remarks following an intro1
that many of them will ha Ye to be shot before the gang is I duction were passed.
broken up, so I have been instructed by the head of the
"You think you can, eh?" and the revenue man smiled.
department to ask you to organize a small band of m&n of
"Yes, you came here to take Wild a"lrny on some claneourage and determination who can shoot to kill, if it is gerous trip, I'll bet! It seel11R that he can't stay a whole
necessary."
week here in town. H he canll(1t be rnnning into all sort~
"I see," said Wild. "You 1nmt someon e to 11•atch on of dangers he is not happ~· . l wi!'h he would settle clown
this side of the border, and when they attempt to bring like some cf the rei't of the folks out here."
_..__ ,.........__
the goods across to catch them or prevent them?"
"It would be impossible for me lo do that, Et," said
"Ye::;, that is p~rtly what is wanted. But if you conclude Wild. "You know my disposition about as well as anyone
to enlist your services you will be allowed to act on either does, and just think of me spending m:v time around the
side of the border. The XorthweRtcrn Mounted Police of' office of the company and the postoffice <lay a£ter day, with
Canada are working in conjunction 11·ith ns to put a stop to only an occasional horse thief hanging or a fight between
the sm uggling, and they 1rill be made aware of your pres- a couple of had men taking- place to keep me from going to
en.cc there the minute yen arrire on the scene, almost."
sleep entirely-ll"bat 11·o nld be ibe result?"
"Well, I suppose I ought lo have a little time to think
''\\"ell, I don't know."
it over,'' remarked our hero.
"I do. I'd get RO laz-y and fat that I'd fef'l like a man
"Oh, yes! Take your time, but I do hope you will decide of sixty with the gout. Nol I can't settle down yet, El.
to accompany me back to the border with your band of and you know it. There ie too much going on in the Wild
picked men.''
West for me to settle down. 1 waul to have my ~hare oi'
Wild now took off his hat and sat do>rn.
thr fun and excitement an<l, incidentally, do all thP ~ood
"Tell me all about it in detail," he said.
I can."
That seemed to be just what Deering wanted to do.
·'That's the "lray to talk!" said David Deering~ToO ing ·
He tipped back in his chair and talked away for half an the hoy admiringl:v. '·Yon are made out of the right Aort
hour without bring interrupted once.
of material. Yon 11re hound lo 'rin out in the end."
·
When he had finished Wild arose from his chair, and,
"Oh, he always comes out. a winner,'' corrected Arietta.
putting out his hand, exclaimed:
"Wild ah-ays romeR out ahead in anything he undertake~.
"Shake, Mi;. Deering! You can count on me to gb with and the reason i:; because he never undertakes to do a
you and help clean out the Chinese Smugglers of the Bor- thing unless he knows· he is right."
der."
"Nobly spoken, Miss Murdock. It strikes me that you
"HulTah!" cried Deering, throwing his hat to the ceil- do not want him to settle down as much as you try to
ing. "I was afraid you wouldn't go. Now, I know we'll make us helieve. I am rather of the opinion that you arc
soon stop the smuggling of silks · and tea and other stuff proud of the achievements of Young Wild West."

But let ,1s see what bminess the stranger had with her
young lover.
DaYid Deering, as he called himself, closed the door as
soon as they were in the back room.
"Now, Mr. West, I will tell you what my business is in
a Yery few words. I am a United States revenue officer,
and- -"
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Arietta blushed and then they all laughed.
trouble to git off my horse; I'll jest yank you to me, like
Wild th n led the way outside, where he found his three this!"
partners waiting.
Whizz!
The noose of the lariat whirled through the air and
He quickly introduced them to the revenue man, and
would
certainly have settled about the body of Wild had he
then all hands walked over to the office of the Wild West
not
darted
forward at the same instant.
)lining and Improvement Company.
And when he darted forward he made straight for the
Just a they reached the building and were turning to
leader of the gang of cowboys.
go in the dalter of hoofs reached their ears.
"You need not bother about roping me to you," he said.
'I'he11 till' cliscorclant Yoiccs of a lot of reckles~ men rang
"Here I am!"
uut loudly.
Then he jumped up and caught the fellow by the shoul"A gang of cow punchers comin' to town, I reckon,'' obder
before he knew what liad struck him.
-Prrnd Uheyenne Charlie, stroking his dark, silky beard
Thud!
;t n<l turning to get a good view of the approaching horseThe big cowboy landed on the ground with a jar that
men.
almost
took the breath from him.
·'\Vhoop! Whoop! Hurroo-hurroo!"
"Wha-what
in blazes is ther matter?" he roared, as he
_\.round a bend in the mountain road came about a
staggered
to
his
.feet.
dozen cowboys riding at full speed and waving their shoot"Nothing
at
all,
my friend," retorted Y ~ung Wild West.
l' r~ and hats in the air in a decidedly reckless fashion.
"But
there
will
be
something the matter pretty quick if
'"Hip Hooray!" yelled the leauer, a big fellow in a flamyou
<lon't
mount
that
cayuse and ride on about your busiing red shirt. '·We're jest in from Spondulicks, an' we're
ness!"
goin' to make Home howl! We beat ther cars, au' now
"Er-cr-w hat!"
we're gain' to turn things upside down!"
"Don't you understand me?" and, catching his wrist
These remarki; were <lirecteu at Young Wild West and
with
his left hand, Wild shut to on it and g::i,ve it a twist
his compunion;:;, for there was no one else in sight around
at the same time.
'
there.
·'Ow-wow!"
yelled
the
cowboy,
while
hi:;
followers
"Let yousselvcs go!" the boy called out. "I3ut be carelooked on in astonish~nent. ''Fill him full of lead, boys!
fnl you don't l'icle on anyone's corns."
"What's that?" roared the big mau in the red shirt, and He':; breakin' my arm !"
"I reckon ther ain't goin' to be any shootin' done around
he reined in his horRe so quickly that he \\"as almost thrown
here
without I take a hand in it,'' exclaimed Cheyenne
from the saddle. "Did I hear a young jurnpin'-jack talk
Charlie, as he saw one of the horsemen make a grab for his
to me. or did I not?"
~The whole crowd came to a halt at this, and in less revolver.
The scout meant what he said, too, for he had the man
than a minute our friends were completely t"urrounded by
covered
in a twinkling.
them.
But that was not all!
The men were a reckless lot, and as they had been imHis other two partners, Jim Dart and Jack Robedee,
bibing in whisky pretty freely there was no doubt that they
also had drawn their shooters.
were out for anything in the line of what they chose to call
And just to be in the game, David Deering whisked out
i'un.
a heavy Colt's six-shooter.
The leader was evidently a sort of terror among his ac"'l'his looks like business,'' he remarked.
quaintances, for they all sat still in the saddle and watched
By this time half a dozen men were hastening to the
to see what he was going to do.
scene.
The fellow very deliberately began to arrange his lariat
They came from the office of the company, and they apas though he was going to catch a wild steer or omething
peared
with smiling faces, for they knew that someone
of the kind.
had been fooling with Wild and had got the tables t urned
He had his eyes fixed on Young Wild West, however, and on him.
n~de it quite plain that he wa going to try and
The sight of the drawn weapons did not bother them a
lasso him.
bit.
And Wild, with a smile of amusement on his handsome
The big cowboy was now on his knees and Young Wild
face, stood still in his tracks waiting for him.
West still had hold of his wrist.
"Was it you that spoke, sonny?" he asked, as he got the
"Arc you going to behave yourself?" the boy asked.
lasso
" all readv· to. let it go ~.
_
II "Yes!" came the reply. "Let up, you feller, won't yer ?
Yes, I gue s it was me, was the calm retort. "1 just 1 was onlv foolin ·."
thought I'd remind you that people have to behave them- I "Certainly I will. There! Now get on your horse and
selves when they come to Weston."
go on into town and have a rip-roaring good time; but be
"Oh! that's how it is, is it? Well, I reckon I'll have to caretul you don't tread on anyone's corns!"
.
' .
I The man made no reply.
rop~ you rn an give you a spank.in'. I won't take ther l

I
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He mounted his horse as quickly a he could and then
The cheering that followed was accompanied by the
rode off, followed by h,is gang.
thumping of Jack Robedee's wooden leg on thl:\.fioor, and
"Well~ that beats anything I ever saw!" said Deering.
the result was that there was a perfect din in the office.
Deering was much pleased al the result of his visit t o
Weston.

He considered that he had been very lucky in getting
Young Wild West to agree to take a hand against the border smugglers, though he had n ever heard of the dashing
GETTING THE BAND TOGETHER.
young West erner till hi s superior sent him t o Weston to ~ '
Young Wild West had taken a strong liking to the reve- find him.
The rcYenne man remained around the office until noon,
nue man from the start, and the more he saw of him the
and then he accepted the invitation of Wild to take dinner
better he thought of him.
He was satisfied that he was .a plucky man who would with him and .Jim Dart.
not swerve from his purpose, even in times of danger.
l'h c~' being t.he only unmarried ones of the partners.
When they were all seated in the office talking and they kept hachelorn' h all in a neat little cottage just in the
laughing over what had just taken pla ce outside they made r ea r of the bi p; offi ce building.
quite a happy company.
They had a Chin am an named Wing Wah, who did ih e
Old Dove-Eye Dave, th e pioneer resident of ihe town cookin g and h o u ~ek ecpin g for t hem. and as h e wa s an exand pm•ident of th e Wild \Vest Mining and Improvement pert and noi at a ll lazy. tlw :.Ion goli a n 1ra~ a great succesf'
Company, was present, and at once took kindly to Deer- in his lin e.
ing.
D eering had n r han ('e lo 1l•,1rn wh at ~ orl of a cook he·
" You come for ther right one when you come to . Young was when he ~ ai down t o dinn er i.bat da y.
Wild West,'' lw said, after he had h eard what his mission
H e was more Iha n pl eilSPfl wi t h l he man y dishes the Chito Weston was. "If Wild can't make them yaller-skinned n am an put on Lhc t a bl e.
Rkunks fly no one kin. Why, it won't take him ten min"v\Te have a little of everythin g to eat. when we ar c·
utes to git a band of regular deadshot:> together-men home," Wild ~aid . ''But wh en 1v'e are out on the plains or
what never misses wh en they fire, an' I l'eckon them's ther in the wilcl cm e,;R of th r mountain s sometimes 11'e don't
kind that will be wanted up there on theT Canady line." have much of anything."
" Yes, those are the sort we wa11t," answer ed the r evenue
"I believe i.hat, " an s 1r ere~ Deering. "I have experiman.
en ced a littl e of it. my ~elf. I went moose hunting last fall
· ''Well, we' ve got 'cm right h er e in Weston, then. There's
-ivith three fri end ~ up in ihe forests of Manitoba. Sorr~.~
Wild himself! He's never found a man what could shoot
how we got lost. an cl l h en a snowstorm came up and ii was
as good as he kin; an' there' s Cheyenne Charlie, an' .Jim
two weeks before, we found om wa y back to civilization
Dart, an' Jack Robedee! Show me th er skunk of a livin'
again. We lived on tbe carcass of a bull moose for the lasi
man what kin beat them an ' I'll stand treat to a barrel of
four days, ancl you can imagine that it wa s anything bu t
l.iquor. ,j\n' there's me an' Sam :Murdock, too. We're
pleasant , sin ce our salt was gon e and th e meat was ~u
sorter old, but 1 rec;koi:i we kin draw _a bead with a rifle
tough that we could hardly che\v it."
yet."
"l imagine what it must have been ," answered Jim Dart.
'':fUght. you m·e, Dove-Eye,'' spoke up Wild. ""Yon .ran
with
a laugh . " W ell, I musi say that in all of our expe1'i be one of my Deadshot Band if you wani to. "
ences
we have n ever been quite as bad off as that. .,
" Well, 1 reckon I do want to!'' cri ed ih e old man. jumpAfter
the m eal was over Wild put ottl the cigar:;, aml
ing to his feet.
Evidently he had not expected he would be chosen to when t hey had .smoked awhile he suggested ihat the_y takt'
a walk around town and hunt. up the parties he had Jeeided
go with them.
to take with him on the trip to the Canadian bordeT.
''And old man :llnrdock can go, too."
"There ar e four or five of them to see yet, you klww,''
·'Good enough! Putty work! 1 reckon us old fellers
he
observed. " One of them, Lively Rick. t~"LllJ<....~'t'i"-'""'-j!!';;;
will give a. good account of ourselves."
Creek,
but al' we are going through that way we can easily
" And the others you mentioned will also go with us,"
pi
ck
him
up . H r will leave anything to go with U R, I a m
went on Wild. "But we need about four more. They will
R
nre.''
probably consist of Lively Rick, Pink Slatter. Easy Ed" Of r ourar h r will." "poke up .Jim. " ffp'fi like t o go
ward and . John Sedgwick, who made me promise to
take him with us the next time . we went out on a trip. every time, bnl it wouldn't do to ask him, since his wifr
'rhen .we will take Wing Wah along to do the cooking for thinkf' h e would he better ofl' if he paid more attention to
us .and to .act as an inter-p1·cter; in case we happen to take hi F> gold min e.''
any of ·th.e Chinese smugglers prisoners."
" She might be right on that,'' observed the revem1e ma11.
"That's ther ticket!" cried Cheyenne Charlle. " Hooray j · " Well, perhaps she is, for the most pnrt. But. I have
for Young Wild W ~st, boys!"
. seen Rick make a bigger pile on a irip with n" than h t>.
1
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could have made by staying home and working three
months hard."
''That alters the case, then. He will not have much of
a chance to make money on this trip, though, unless be
;£ets in with some of the troops and wins it gambling."
··Lively Rick never set ihc world afire ai gambhng,"
"aid Wild. "He is .omcl hing lik e Charlie-not lucky
Pnough in that line."
··How about yourself?"

5

you want to be on ther lookout. He struck me as bein' a
sort of treacherous feller."
"I guess he won't bother me any," was the reply :
The five soon reached the hotel.
'I'herc was no one on the stoop, but tl\c bur-room appeared to be pretty well filled.
Young Wild West led the way inside, being compelled
to push hi s way through the crowd, which was thickest at
the door.

"I never play any sort of a game for money unless I
.Tack came next with his wooden leg, and as he passed
have a <leepcr purpose in view than ihe mere winning of through the door he accidentally stumped upon a cowboy"~
~omconc

else'. money. I sometimes play when I am trying
lo learn what sort of a mau I am playing against is. I
might say that I am quite lucky when I play, and that I
understand the games played in lhc;;e parts pretty wdl.''
"'Yon bet he understands them!'' exclaimed .Tim . "Ile
r·ould break any fa~o hank in the country if he made np
his mind to do it.''

foot.
"Git out, you wooden-legged mackerel!"· yelled the cow~
boy. "I'll flop your head off ,yonr shoulders fur bcin' so
clumsy!"
Then he hit Robcdec a blow in the back of hi.s neck
which sent him headlong into the center of the room, hls
head striking another cowboy full in the pit of the stomach.

Deering was much interested .
He made up his. mind that Young Wild West was no orThen a general row started.
dinary young felfow.
Half a dozen went for poor Jack.
He h ad seen enough or him when he had brought the
But none of them hit him, though.
drunken cowboy to terms so quickly that morning.
Young
Wild West cut loose among them, and in less
He walked along with Wild and .Tim nntil ihey reached
than
a
minute
he had them staggering back in cv~ry directhe corner at the bank.
tion
.
.Jnet as they got there they saw ('hry enne Charlie and
"You want to pile it onto a cripple, do vou ?" he. shout.Jack Robedee coming.
ed.
"Well, I guess n~t! Just behave you;selves, now!"
Robcdee was stumping along with his wooden leg just
a~

though he had never, owned a better one.
He had become thoroughly used to it by this time.
·'Hello!" he called out, as he caught sight of them. '"We
< hought you might take a turn around town after dinner,
~o we set out to meet you."
"'That's right!., added the scout.
. ··Well, come along, then,'" nnswe1·ed \Vilcl. "Mr. Deering wants to tnkr a look at the to11·11, and we can see the
rP~t of the men we want iit the same lime."
"'1 spoke to old man Murdock about it," said Charlie.
"' 'Well, what cl id he say?''
' <Oh, he's only too glad io go."
·· [ thought he would be ..,
"I guess they all will be,"' observed Dari.
The party now headed Rtraight for the Gazoo Hotel,
which wa the leading hotel in Weston .
. \ R they neared the place they heard lots of shouting ancl
laughter coming from the bar-room.
-~,o\"1-.
~1........- i ncu::rf1Ey took note of the fact there were a number
()f ho1·ses hitched outside.

"Gee-whizz! Boys, it is ther youngster what give Kansas Neal ther squeeze an' dip this mornin'!" yelled one of
the cowboys. "Look out! T reckon lcad's goin' to fly right
away!"
He whipped out .his shooter as he spoke and was in the
act of leveling it at Young Wild West when the boy fired
and shot him through the wrist.
Down to the floor went the revolver, while the cowboy
begirn dancing about howling with pain.
" The next man who pull s a gun will go down to rise ·no
more!" cried the young Prince of the Saddle, in a ·ringing
tone.
In sta ntly a deep hu sh came over the crowd in the barroom.
The tone of voicr of the boy implied even more tha~ his
word~ .
The cowboys, wl10 were showing how "bad" they could
be when they got started., were awed to a man.

Wild now stood in the center of the room, a revolver in
either
nand.
"Them cew punchers is there," said Cheyenne Charlie,
But neither of them pointed at anything but the floor.
n bJ"oad grin coming over his face . "They've started in to
"Gen tlemen," he remarked in his cool, easy-going way,
make Rom e howl, as ihey ~aid they would. They've forgot
"11··hich of you is Kansas Neal?"
all about what happened up near ther office, I s'pose."
· ~That is just abo11t lhe si:;:e of it," nodded the revenue
·'I am," said the big fellow with the red shirt, whom
officer. "''I am glad we came along thif' way.. 1 w~nt to Wild had forced to his knees when the gang rode into town
~ee how they arc actiug."
and tri ed to have some iun with him and his companion~.
"That big feller in ther red shirt might take it in his
"Oh! Yon are Kansas Neal, eh?"
head to try an' git square on Wild," spoke up Jack. "Wild.
" Ye~ . th:.ifs th er handle I go by." .
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"You forgot what I told you this morning, I guess,
Juniper Falls was not much of a place, and it derived
didn't you?"
its name from a little fall to the river just there and that
"I reckon I must have, young feller,'' was the reply, in a man named Juniper had been the first hunter to erect
a rather sheepis}l veice.
a log cabin on the site.
"I told you to behave yourselves while you were hel'e in
The government had erected a big log building that was
West on, didn't I?"
so long that it looked like a monster bowling alley from
"You said somethin' like that."
the outside, but which was quite comfortably arranged into
"Well, when I say anything like that I never say it for rooms on the inside for the accommodation of the officers
fun- I always mean it."
and soldiers and the revenue men.
"Yes, sir!" answered the big cowboy, meekly.
This was the headquarters for the division that had to
At this Deering broke into a laugh.
look after a hundred miles of the border, and it is needless
It struck him as being very comical to see a mere boy to say that at certain times the men were kept pretty busy.
boss a big gang of rough appearing inen, and he could not
On the other side of the line were what were called the
withhold the laugh that forced itself upon him.
Northwestern Mounted Police.
This nettled the big fellow somewhat.
While they were not there exclusively for the purpose
"My friend," said he, turning to the revenue officer, "I of preventing the smuggling of goods over to American
reckon I knows when ther drop's on me. If you was in my soil, they always tried to suppress it when it came under
place I'm dead sartin that you wouldn't do a thing differ- their notice.
ent from what I'm doin'."
These mounted police were stationed there to look after
"I'll admit that,'' said Deering, promptly. "Excuse me Canadian interests in general, and it was not safe for any
for laughing at you."
but a British subject to hunt, :fish or mine on the north
"Are you fellows going to behave yourselves?" asked Ride of the border.
Wild, not noticing w11at was being said at all.
'rhe smugglers who were so persistently and successfully
"Yes!" came the unanimous response from the cowboys.
at woTk there wern mostly Chinese, though it was plainly
"All right, then. Get in and enjoy yourselves; but don't
evident that they were but the' tools of soµie white men
tread on anyone's corns."
who laid out the work .for them.
"It was ther wooden-legged feller what done ·ther treadThe majority of these Chinese had been in California
in','' observed one of them, as he went out o.f the door and
long
enough to talk "pigeon-English," but some of them
made for his horse.
came
over from China direct with the ships that cafried
Wild and his friends laughed at this and some of the
the silks, teas .a nd other articles that were grown and mancowboys joined them.
ufactured
in China, which were landed on British soil a.nd
It was a fact, and that made the speech appear rather
then
carted
overland to the least protected places on th~~
comical.
border.
One by one they went out of the bar-room.
In this way many Chinese got into the United States
Kansas Neal was the last to go, and as he got to the door
who
might otherwise have been excluded for various reahe turned and said :
sons.
"Young feller, kin I ask who you are?"
"Certainly. My name is Young Wild West."
The border line of Washington, Idaho and a portion of
"Thanks! I'll meet yer ag'in some time," and out he nfo:i;itana was so well guarded by American revenue men
went. '
· that the smugglers were forced to come further east to
1
.~'
enable them to have anything like plain sailing.
1
" .
And it so happened at the time of which we write that
""
the
Dakota line was where they were working so-successCHAPTER IIL
/ '!;
fully.
•;,''
One fine morning about a week after Young Wild West
had agreed to accompany Dt:'ering, the revenue man, to the
The little town of Juniper Falls was situated on the left Canadian border with his deadshot band, tb.eI~~!!o-@I~....,~~
bank of the Souris river that di-vided the United States siderable excitement in tbe settlement of Juniper Falls.
from the British possessions.
A short, stocky man, wearing leather breech\$ and a·
It was, because there is a much larger town there now coat of the same material, was being drugged along by two
of the bluecoats doing guard duty at the headquarters.
under a different name.
At the time of which we write white people were pretty "Lemme go, hi say!" he cried, trying his best to get
sea.tee in that region.
away :from them. "Hi ain't done nothing wrong, hindeed
Of course there were many hunters who plied their busi- Hi ain't. Hit wasn't whisky Hi 'ad hin ther bottles; hit
ness there, and right near tpe border there was always to was nothink but bloornin' spring water a little bit colored
be found a detachment of s~ldiers, together with revenue with prunes. Let me go; lli'll give you a two-dollar bill
men, to guard the tariff laws laid down by Uncle Sam.
apiece."

-
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Xow il so happened that the two guards were grossly in"Yes, sir, that's me name."
toxicaled.
"Are you sure of it?"
They only laughed at the protestations of the man, who
"Why, you bloomin' young chap, sure Hi am."
was a regular Cockney straight from J..ondon, England.
"Just write it down for me, will you?"
As they were pulling him along past a good-sized shanty
"What for?"
two men attired in the garb of hunters came out.
"Just to gratify my curiosity. Write it down!"
"Let up on him, you fellers," said one of them. "You
The last was said in a. commanding tone of voice.
fellers drank up thE'r most of ther whisky he had, an' now
The two soldiers had been looking about for an avenue
you are goin' to place him under ~arrest for selling it. I'll of escape, but when they heard the command they rebet you didn't pay him a cent for what you drank, either!" mained stock still in their tracks.
The words were scarcely out of the mouth of the man
And the two men who had emerged from the shanty
before one of the drunken guards drew his heavy Colt's looked on, puzzled and expectant.
revolver and fired at him point blank.
The Englishman quickly produced a pencil and piece of
Luckily the buiiet merely grazed his head, and as the paper and quickly wrote his name upon it.
hunter staggered back his companion fired at the soldier,
Then he stepped up and handed it to Young Wild
who was certainly going far beyond his limit.
West.
He was just going to shoot the bluecoat dead in his
The way it read was, "Harry Atwood."
tracks, when a number of horsemeu came galloping up the
Wild handed it to his chum, Jim Dart, who smiled and
single street of the seUlement.
passed it to Cheyenne Charlie, who in turn passed it
The appearance of a crowd of strangers naturally di- around among the men.
,·erted the attention of all hands for a second, and by the
Wing Wah, the Chinese cook, was the last to get hold of
time the belligerents were ready to resume hostilities the the paper, and he simply smiled.
hor:::emen were on the scene.
"So be, velly good!" he exclaimed, handing it back.
"'Ello, there!" shouted the Cockney. "Give us a 'and,
Wing Wah couldn't read, but irn seemed to enjoy il all
won't you? These bloomin' duffers 'ave got drunk on my just the same.
spring water and prune juice, 'hand now they are goin' to
"That's one blamed sort of a way to pronounce a name,
place me hin C1er guard'ouse. 'Elp me, won't you? Hif I think," flpoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Ile says it just
backwards."
you do H'ill never come acTOss th.e river again!"
Just then the soldier fired another shot, again narrowly
"That's right," nodded Wild. "But he can't help it, as
missing the hunter.
that is the way the people talk where he came from. Don't
There would probably have been two dead soldiers in no make fun of Harry Atwood, boys. I didn't make him
time then if a ringing voice had not exclaimed:
write his name just fo.r the purpose'of making a laughing"Stop the shooting! If you don't I'll take a hand in the stock of him. I did it just because it happened to strike
game!"
me that way. You will see by this that you can't always
Young Wild West and his band of deadshots had arrived judge a man even by his name. Whether his name is' Arry
at Juniper Falls.
Hatwood or Atwood Harry, it seems that he was being
And just in time to prevent a serious clash between the , treated rather mean by those drunken fellows, who are a
government. men at the log house and the hnnters and , disgrace to the uniforms they wear. Just let them go and
trappers who resided at the settlement.
Ireport to their superior. 'rhnt will be the best way to
The tW"o guards looked at the dashing young fellow in a 1.punish them."
bewildered way, letting go of the Englishman mechan-1 The last was said to the two hunters.
"All right," saicl the one who had been twice shot at. "I
ically.
"'Ooray! Hi'm at liberty once more! Let me git on I suppose that is ther best way to settle it. But ther next
British soil again and Hi'll sing 'God Save the Queen' with time a drunken soldier attempts to blow a hole through my
hall me 'eart!" cried the fellow, as he started to run from ' head I'm goin' to drop him, that's all."
"'"""~w:.t.,,"You are, eh?" cried the soldier, and then he quickly
"Hold onl" called out Young Wild West. "Tell me fired again.
who you are and what the trouble is before you go."
But he was a very poor shot a11d he mis8€d, as be.fore.
"You want to know who Hi are? Why, Hi'rn 'Arry
Then, before he could pull the trigger again, the hunter
Hntwood, hat your Mrvice."
raised his revolver and poured three shots into him, drop"Oh!" and a smile played about the lips of the hand- ping him and killing him almost instantly.
some young dcndshot.
"That's all right," nodded Young Wild West. "There
The Cockney was very pompous in his manner now, and will be some trouble over this, but I will see you through,
no one to see him just then would have thought he was a my friend. You did just right."
very meek prisoner in the hands of a pair of drunken solWith that Young Wild West tur;ned toward the log
diers a minute before.
hout<e, which was not far distant.
"So your name is 'Arry Ilatwood, eh?" resumed Wild.
His dead.shot band followed him. '
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Everybody had a laugh then, but Wing Wah, who had
They had scarcely reached the headquarters when Deerbeen paying strict ;ittention to the story.
ing came galloping uµ.
lie had accompanipd thcrn all the way from Weston, but
"Me no usec rnou see in cookec," he ~poke up, as soon a~
had ~to pped to con sult with an oftic<.'r of the Canadian po- he could make hi1mel£ heard. ".Me cookee allc samee Mclican lady."
lice.
'I'hat was why he had nol been 1rith the band when they
rode into to\rn.
Colonel Denny wm; the ollicer who wm; in charge of the
government affairs at that po ·t, and when the band of
horsemen thal had such u dashing appearance came to a
halt in front of his quarters he was standing in the open
door to meet lhem.

"That's right, Wing!" exclaimed Wild.

''\ou are right.

lf you didn't I would shoot your pig·lail oli your head 1n

no time! You are a good cook, and you don't bclic\'l' in
eating rats ancl mir:e like sorn.e Chinese do."'
·'No; me allee samee Melican man. "
There was a little more good-natured talk, and then
Young Wild West and his band of deadshots were shown
Young Wild \Yest rnlut.ed in lrue military style and then lo lhcir quarters.
"at still in the sad dle, wailing for Deering to get there.
Gut the colonel 1rn ~ not going to wait £or an introduc·
ti on.
"'Yau ;1 re Young \Yild W et;l, I prc~urne,'' he said, step·
ping out of ( lte door.
.. Ycs, ;;ir. l am Young \\. ilcl \\" e~l and lh i" i" my band
of deadshols."' 1rns lhc quick reply, as the boy "wept his
hand around and indicated his companiom.
.. 1 am rery glad you haye given your >'CJTlCL~ to ll6 for
;mhile. I am Colonel Denny, the officer in charge here.
You will dismount at your C:Oll\"enicncc and r will sec LO it
that you shall be shown lo the quart crs you 1rill occupy
1rhile here on lhc border."

··Th<tn k you, colonel!" and with that he slid gral.dully
from the :::addle.
Then cver.r man in hi~ party did likewise, except Wing
Wah, who. being unable to get off gracefully, fell off and
landed on his baek.
This cau;::ed a nnivcr~al grin, bul it was nothing n·ew,
for all thal.
'I'he Chinaman would never become an ac.:complished

CHAPTER IV.
Wll.D DISCO\'EHS SO..\rn ::HlUGGLlNG .

Tue colonel aud Deering accompanied Young Wild\\. C"\
to the quarters they were to occupy. and ao they \\·al ked
along our hero related the stor.y of ihc s hoo{ing <lffair th;1t
took place at the oth er end or the f'ct!Jerncut.
'· ~\11 right,·' sa id the colonel, when Wild had told hirn
that the hunter was justified in shooting the soldier. ·· 1
will investigate lhe 3ffair and have you called a$ a witnc~.•.
Your testimony " ·ill decide the ease. 'rhe other guard
sh:ill be punished for the part he played in tlw affair. 'Plrnt
Bngli::;hrnan who wears a suit of leat her i$ a <'rafLY fello\1.
Ile brings whisky lo lhe settlement from lhe other ~idP
and disposes of it al a fair profit. If it were not that t!1,'--majority of the men seem to be inclined 1o get drunk on
the stuff, 1 shouldn't mind it so much."
" J ( is smuggling when he brings wbi>'k} on'r hrrc.

rider,_ no :n~tlcr .if he_ took a ~csson cvc~·y three, !:ours a~
long as he Jl\ed, and lie had made lot s. of fun for the men
nn !he :io·urney from Weston.
H was at lhis juncinre that D ee ring made hi~ appear·
<1ncc.

It hough," rcmark:d Wild. l_ooking ~l the officer in s urpri~0.
'·Oh, ye~! It 1,; 1,,niugglmg all nghi enough. I am ~~d·

He had dismounted. and he now stepped forward and.
inlroduccd each one of the band separately to the co lonel.

"'Cannot be caught at ill" echoed Wild.
··No. .- \ll sorts of traps have been laid for him , and it
ha s been impossible to implicate him in anything elr:c than
the selling of 1rhisky here."'
"'Perhap8 he docs not bring it from the Canadian 8ide a,t
all. It might be that there i::. a still somewhere on thi~
s ide of the line."
"Impossible!" and the colone.1 threw out hi~ ehe;,t a~
much as to say: ''What! a eecret still around here, an<l m
here? NeYer!,.
"Has th€ Englishman ever been arrested and put un<lPr
<1 cross-fire of questioning?"
"Oh, yes; several times. We can't gel anything out of
him any more than that he brings pure spring water, colorcd with prune juice, acro~s lhc river. \Vhy ! Once J1e
was caught with a number of demijohns in his boat, and
we thought we had him sure; huL when the contents of

The Chinaman was lhe lasl, of cour e.
''Can h e shoot ~iraigbl?" asked the eoloned, looking at
Wild smilingly.
"No, but he can cook,,. was the reply.
·'I see. You like good things. Well, I will admit that
a Ohinaman can fix up no end of things that taste fine.
But last winter, when we bad a Chinese cook here, l found
the lail of a mouse in my soup, and I made up my mind
that I wanted no more Chinc'c cooking."
''_Didn't yon giYc the cook <l e:hance to explai n how the
tail of the mouse calue to be in the soup?·' asked Jim Dart.
"Oh, yes! He explained it, too. He said he must have
forgoUen to cul the tail off one of the mice he U.5_e d in
making lh-0 soup ."
" Ob!"

i~lied lha( this Harrv Atwood brings the whisky over here.

anrl so arc a lot of others.
There is the rub.''

But he cannot he caught at it.
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the demijohns was tasted it proved to be just what he said
" Well, I hope BO. 1 have an idea that it would be pretty
it was-spring water colored with prune juice. You sec," dull work to hang around here very long."
"So do I."
and the colonel lowered his voice, "the boys must have
their whisky. and ire hnve no other wuy of getting it
Wild was not going to depend altogether on lhe rationf'
11rotrn<l here outside of the regular stores that are supplied supplied them by the government.
by the government."
'l'here was pl enty of game-·-a nd big game, Loo--to be
had
around that section, and he meant that his deadshot
"l Ree." said . Wild.
band
should Ii vc on the fat of the land.
He did see, too, for he came to Lhe eouclusion instantly
had shot two buffaloes from a small herd they had
They
_ that Colonel Denny liked his whisky about usmuch as · any
started
that
morning, and the' meat selected from the cnl'of his men did.
cassoo
bad
been
brought along to the headquarters.
"It isn't any of my business how much whisky this
This, in addition to the partridges and other small game
\'Omie:a l l'oc·kncy smuggles over here," he thought. "I was
they
had accumulated in the past two days, would feed
brought here to help put down the Chinese smugg1ers.
them
for a few meals, anyhow.
IJut--·· and he shook his head, "it seems to me that
Jim
Dart had also brought plenty of good coffee along.
there might be a whole lot interested in this smuggling
a
he
was
very fond of that beverage, and was of the opinbnsiness, cmd if there is they have got Lo suffer just the
ion
that
they
would not get the best a.t the barracks.
~ame as those who clo the main pari. of the work. I came
When
their
rations
were handed over to- them Wing Wah
here to do bu sincB~ in the right way, not a>' a mere bluffer."
took
·charge
of
them
nnd then :>ct at work to get dinner
Wild called Cheyenne Charlie, .Tim Dart and Jack Hobcready.
(lee aside a little lat er and told them what ~he colonel had
~nid

to him.

.. 1 don't take a great deal of ;;tock in him, anyway,"
a\'i:rrcd Dart. "He strikes me a~ being of a great deal less
importance than he thinks he i~. He don't notice any of
Lts; he just tries to keep on the right side of you. I have
<lO idea that he is np to some game."
'
''Well, if he is, and tries to work any funny business he
wm wish he had never seen me,'' l'aicl 'Vi1d.
"Jest take it easy for awhile an' it will figure out itself," observed Charlie.

It wa,; ubont one o'clock- when they at down to about
the best meal that had ever been served in Juniper Falls .
And when it was finished they all declared thcmsclve~
ready to go for the smugglers.
A little later Deering came to Wild and told him if' he
could get ready to start within an hour they would take "'
ride up the river a few miles.
Of course our hero was only too glad of the opportunity,
and he at once ordered his men to get their hc:n-se:i ready.
But when the!}' were all ready D~ering came back
and said he guessed it would be better for him and \Vila
to go out nnd look around alone.
Thiti wa~ a disappointment to them, but they made no
complaint when their dashing young leader to1d them to
be ready in case they were sent for.
A little after two Wild ancl Lhe rcvennc man mounterl.
their horses and rode awa}' up the river.

"That's right," spoke up Robedee.
_'.;,Well, you fellows need not ~ay anything about this.
.Just keep your eyes and ears open, and if either of you
learn anything about the whisky smuggling business ju. t
let me knoll'. When T come to think of it we were brought
here to help put down smuggling. lt makes no difference
whether it is done by the Chinese. the Canadians or the
''Ire will ride up here aboni five rnifos, where lhe river
.\merieans on this side of the boundary line. I guess we
will work on tha.t plan, though we will, of course, do as leave~ the American side altogether ancl flows on Cana.dian
we are instructed lo do by Deering, who has been appointed Roi l. I am of the opinion that we will fincl a camp of ChilO act as a sort of adviser to me."
nesc up there,'' said Deering.
''D . . ll .
. ,, . .
"Gnod!" answered Wild. "I would like to run into the
eermg is a nght, I thmk, saicl .Jmi.
Icamp anc1 see wb at 1't 1ook s i·k
l e. "
.
yes! I. am certain of that." .
"Oh,
"
.
Whether the revenue man bad received an inkling of
Do you thmk he suspects anythmg wrong with the ·tlic f ac t. or w11cther lie h a d mere1y g nesse d 1·t, \U'ld
d'd
,y i
i · no t
pcop1e
thiF< f' id e in regiwd to 1hc whisky• f!muao·lin"
,_
h
. on
?i>
'"''"'
"
,;:now; bu t a t anv ra t c wh en tllCY h ad covere d a b ou t fl vc
: s1g
· h'• of· a camp on t h e opposite
· s1·d e of
~'IJ!lm~ usmcss.
m1·1e:; tl· lC,\' rnnw m
~ . v.rihe opinion that he does, but that he does uot the :river.
wish to become a party to any expose on account of making
A number of boats were drawn up to the bank, and aR
bad friends with certain ones. He does not drink whisky, the two rode leisurely along they could see that they were
you know."
pretty well loaded with, boxes ancl bales.

"And the eolonel does?"
"1'here they are!" exclaimed Deering. " I thought so.
·'Lots of it. The look~ of him is enough to tell you They will rnn that stuff over to-nighi ~ncl get it hauled
that."
down to the :Mis onri river and put on a flatboat inside of
two
day:'l, if they arc not prevented."
"Ye~, that's so. I wonder when we nre to be called out
fir.;t?''
"Is that the wa)· they 'cl iB'pose of the stuff?"
·'Probably this afti:rnoon."
"Sometime~, but more gcncrnlly the? have men ori thi.;;
~

-------
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side to take charge of the goods and pay them their money.
The stuff is scattered about and goes off in different directions, the mob't of it to the nearest railroad."
Wild took a good look at the camp.
As far as he could see there wa& not a white man in it.
But there were lots of bundles and bales there.
The value of the contents of these might run up to
thousands, and the amount of import duty the government
would be cheated out of would be an enormous sum.
Wild and the revenue man rode on past the point where
the Chinamen were camped on the opposite shore.
They had not proceeded more than a mile, though, when
they saw a boat push off from the camp.
'l'wo Chinamen were in it, and that they were used to
handling oars was quite evident, for they rowed like veterans.
"Suppose we ride back and interview those fellows?"
said our hero. "We might leam something when they land
here."
"It is not likely we will be able to learn a thing, but if
you wish it we will go back," was the reply. "Of course
they would not think of bringing any goods a duty is on
over in the daylight. Anyhow, this is British soil we are
on, and if they had ever so much we could not touch
them."
"Not till they crossed the boundary line back here."
"Oh! of course we would have a right to examine everything they have got in that case. I am an, officer of the
secret service, and you have been deputized the same, only
you really have more powe1' than I have. You are authorized to shoot to kill in case you are resisted by the smugglers on American soil."
"Well, I hope there won't be any cause to shoot to kill,"
answered Wild, with a smile. "But I must say that I want
to see a little excitement before I go back to the Black
Hills. It is a good long jomney up here to the Canadian
border, and if there isn't a few scrimmages to give my
band of deadshots some exercise they will all be growing
stale and longing to get somewhere else wheil'e they will be
able to chase a horse thief or tame a bad man or two."
They now turned and tode leisurely toward the point
the boat was heading for.
The Chinamen must certainly have seen them coming,
but they did not appear to 'be the least disturbed and kept
right on rowing.
Wild and Deering came ta a halt on the river bank just
as they landed.
One of the Celestials, who appeared to 'be rather fat and
ungainly, got out of the boat and starte{l as though he was
going to walk to the settlement.
'rhe other remained in the boat in silence for a few seconds and then, pushing off the boat, started back for the
other side.
"Hello, J" ohn!" said Wild, as he rode alongside the walking Chinaman. "How do you feel to-day?"
"Pullee good, allee samee," was the quick reply.
"You act as though you are tired."

"Me no t~red."
"Oh, you are not tired, then?"
"No, me allee samee Melican man; me no tired."
As our hero sized him up it occurred to him that the
almond-eyed fellow had altogether too much clothing on
for the weather.
He began to suspect that he was smug.gling something
that he had wrapped around his body.
But he said nothing to Deering just then.
"I'll let him go on till he gets over the line, and then
I'll pounce on him," he thought.
The Chinaman continued on his way and Wild and the
revenue man rode on, following the course of the river.
The minute our hero reckoned that he had got over the
line he tmned his horse and said to his companion:
"Come on! I guess we had better see what that fello1\
has with him."
"Has with him!" echoed Deering. "Why, he has nothing, beyond something he might have in his pockets."
"You don't know about that. Come on! Leave it to
me to deal with him. Unless I am much mistaken he has
some smuggled goods with him."
Deering appeared to be surprised.
"All right," he answered. "You can boss things; I'll do
just as you say."
'11 he Chinaman had disappeared in a grove of hackmatack trees by this time, so it was easy to approach him
without being seen by him.
The two rode swiftly for the grove, and, reaching the
edge of it, Wild halted and dismounted.
Deering follow ed suit, wondering what it all meant.
nfotioning him to come on, Wild hurried uoisele$sly · •
through the growth of trees.
He knew the Chinaman could not be very far distant,
but he came upon him befol'e he expected to.
In a little open space in the center of a dense thicket
the Mongolian was disclosed in the act of taking off his
clothing.
Young Wild West nudged Deering as the revenue man
looked upon the sight with wide-open eyes.
When the loose-fitting outer garments were off the Chinaman began unwinding something from about his body.
It was silk, and of the finest quality. ,

'
CHAPTER V.
THE FIRST ARREST IS MADE BY WILD.

"What did I tell you?" said Wild, in a whisper to the
revenue man.
"I would not have thought it," was the reply, while
Deering watched the Chinaman in amazement. "That
silk must be worth a lot of money. Just see how careful
he is in rolling it up. He seems to be an expert at it. I'll
bet that a person could nev<'r tell that it had been unwound
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from the original roll. There's yards upon yards in it,
too."
"That's right. Well, just wait till he gets through and
then we will attend to his case. We are on our own side
of the border, are we not?"
"Oh, yes."
The almond-eyed smuggler continued to unwincl the
silk from about his body, forming it into a perfectly
,....--- smooth roll as he did so. He had just completed his task
and had a roll of perhaps forty yards of the silk, when the
sounds made by an approaching wagon came to the ears
uf our two friends.
".Ah!" exclaimed our hero. "He came here for the purpose of meeting someone. I guess we will be able to haul
someone else besides the Chinaman."
"So it would seem," nodded Deering.
They waited with no little interest, and presently they
heard a voice call out:
''Whoa!"
Then the Chinaman gave a satisfied nod and stepped
through a break in the thicket with the roll of silk.
He had no sooner disappeared from view when Wild
crept forward to the spot where his clothing lay on the
ground and quickly gathered the articles up.
Then he stepped back softly to his old place.
Deering smiled at this move.
"You are going to play a joke before you get down to
solid business, I see," he observed.
"Oh, it won't do any harni to have a little fun with the
Chinaman," was the reply. "He will be very much mystified when he comes back and finds his clothes mi<>sing. He
will probably call the other fellow to help him look for
them, and just as they get pretty well puzzled we will step
out and make prisoners of them."
They had not long to wait.
The next minute the Mongolian appeared through the
bushes.
He looked around in a surprised way when he could see
nothing of his clothes.
"Hello!" he exclaimed in his shrill, piping voice. "Chinaman's clothes gonee!"
''What's that?" came from the other side of the narrow
strip of bushes.
Then a man appeared before the gaze of Wild and Deering.
The latter gave a start of surprise.
~~~~,..k;~-_;.·~t fellow," he said. "He is employed at the
barracks by Colonel Denny."
"Is that so?"
"Yes. He drives the wagon.6ut to fetch in the game the
men shoot."
''I see. He is interested in smugg1ing silks, too, it
seems. . Well, I guess we had better make ourselves known.
Come on!"
The next instant they stepped through the bushes before the teamster and the Chinaman.
"'l'hunderation !" ejaculated the teamster.
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"Blazee!" cried the Chinaman.
"Neither! You are both wrong!" exclaimed Young
Wild West. "Just kindly hold up your hands, for you are
both under arrest."
...
He had drawn his re·volver and held it as though he
meant to shoot in case they did not obey him.
The white man held up his hands at once, but the Mongolian looked aronnd as though for an avenue of escape.
"If you start to run I will, send a bullet through your
yellow hide so quick that you won't know what struck
you!" said Wild, stepping forward and thrusting the rcvolver under his nose.
"Me goodee Chinaman," and up went his hands.
"Yes, you are a very good one, I guess. You are a
pretty sharp one, anyhow. Deering, just tie their hands,
please. The Chinaman has no weapons' that I see, but you
had better make an examination of him. They are riueer
fellows, you know, and no one knows just where they have
pockets."
"He can't have very many pockets as he is now," retorted the revenue man. with a grin, "The clothes he has
on wouldn't amount to much if they were rolled up in a
bundle."
"That is a fact. He doesn't look_ near as big as he <lid
when he got out of the boat, does he? That roll of silk
made a big difference in him, I must say."
Deering soon had the hands of the two tied.
"Ricketts, I am surprised at you," he said to the man.
"I s'pose you are," was the retort. ''Well, I ain't got
'
nothin' to say."
"Perhaps you will have when you get before Colonel
Denny."
"Maybe I will."
The last was said in what ,Wild considered to be a significant tone of voice.
But he made no remark concerning it just lhcn.
"Put them in the wagon, Deering," he said. "I will go .
and get the horses."
The reven'l'.le man promptly ordered the two to move.
He held a shooter pointed at them, and that made them
get into the wagon willingly enough.
Wild soon brought the horses around and found Deering sitting on the front of the top wagon which was used
to carry the game the soldiers shot when they went out on
a hunt.
A team of mules was hitched to it and Deering at once
touched them up with the whip when our hero told him to
go ahead.
He then mounted the sorrel horse and led that of his
c:impanion along behind the wagon.
In this way they rode into the settlement half an hour
later.
Right up to the headquarters of Colonel Denny they
went, and when the mules were halted in front of the door
the colonel came out posthaste.
Ile seemed to be excited over something, a fact that
Wild did not fail to notice.
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"What is the trouble?" he demanded, as soon as he
could recover himself. "What have we here, anyhow?"
"Two prisoners, colonel ," replied Wild. "We caught
them red-handed. Deering, just make t hem gel out, and
hurry them a little .. ,
The teamster, looking very much alarmed, promptly got
out of the wagon, followed a moment later by the Chinaman.
The colon el turned EeYeral shades of color iu less than a
~cc:ond.

"Wha-what lrnYe they got you t ied for, Ricketts?'' he
<ll length found words to say.
But Ricketts only ~ hook lli s head.
"I will tell you what his hands are tied for, Colonel
Denny," Young Wild West spoke up in his ready way.
··He received sm uggled goods from this Chinaman. We
~ aw : the Chinaman come across the border and we followed
him. He unwound forty or fi,fty yards of the finest silk
fro~ his body and gave it to Hicketts, as you call him.
Deering and I lost no time in placin g the pair of th em
under arrest." .
"Quite right, quite right. But it ~eern s to me tha t there
must be some mistake about this. Deering, you had better report to K easby, who is the head ot your department
here."
·

fight. The Chinamen engaged in this business ' are a
pretty tough lot, and they are not afraid of guns or kniYes.
They are composed 0£ about the most villainous and reckless lot, and th ey seem to think it is ~ sort of an outrage
for anyone to try and stop them from fetching over t ht:
smuggl ed goods. I'll wager that the life of one of u~
would not be worth t he snap of a finger if they once had a
chance."

"Well, if they are such a dangerous loi of ra :;c.:ul s we.: wi ll .take some of their badness out of them," answered
our hero. " If they persist in landing goods on t his ~id t:
of the river io-night they will find tha t they have made a
big mistake. But, Deering, th ere is one thing that puzzlcmc. How is it that th e soldiers don' t make any arrest,;? ..
The revenue man shrugged his shoulders.
" 'l'hcy never see any smuggling being done, it :;cerus,'·
he answered .

80011

"Oh! I sec.''
"And the mounted polic.;c on ihe other side of tho rive r
very seldom sec a ~ trange Chinaman around here.''
" They ar(\ blind when they want to be, I suppose . .,
" Yes, bu t don' t say anything. I have learned more today than J ever suspected before. .Just take things easy
un<l be on th e lookout for danger from all f'OUrt:e:-;, and we
will straighten thing.;; up on th e Canadian border. You
"All right," answered the revenue man , saluting, and cume here to do it, and [ am going to h elp you till it iH
t hen the colonel turned away, not giving Wild a chance to done."
~alute, ii he had desireu to do so. .
Keasby was soon found , and when the silk was handed
over to him h e wa ~ much surprised, not to say delighted.
CHAPTER VI .
But when Deering related how Young Wild West had
\VI ~ (} WAlI 'S SPR l:JK
been the Eol e means 0£ making the discovery the head of
the revenu e department in that section grasped our hero
b.v the hand.
Wing Wah , the c.: ook, had heard a whole lot o{ what had
"I gues~ we did not make a mistake iu sending for you taken place since ·the arrival o.f th e deadshot band at Juniand your deadshot band," he said. "I fancy that things per Falls.
will be straightened out here in a short time."
He had heard how th e Englishman had been br inging
"I hope so," answered the dashing young deadshol. "I whi sky to t h e place and :<elling it to th ose wh o had tlw
money to buy.
alrn hope that there will be no scandal attached to it."
·'Scandal?" a nd K easby looked at him suggestively.
Now, Wing Wa h wai:; uo t a drunka rd by any mean t>.
"We will talk about it later on. I guess that would be
But it had been over a week since he had tasted a nybetter .. ,
th ing strong, and the more he t hought about whisky th e
" Just aE you say, Young Wild WeEt. "
1' he two prisoners were plac.;ed in the guardhouse and
Keasby took the silk and placed it in the improvised custom-houee that was attached to the headquarters.
Then Wild went over 10 wh ere hi s friends were gath ered.
/
When he told them of lhe little adventure of the afternoon they were all surprised, but as he did not mention
how the colonel had acted in th e matter, th ey thought it
was simply a case of Ricketts trying to make a few dollars at the expense 0£ the government.
Deering came along a few minutes latrr.
·'We a1:e to go out to-nigl1t and watch the Chinamen we
~aw in the camp," he said. "Keasby ha s advi sed it, and
he says for you to use your pwn judgment if it com e:> to a

more h e felt that he wanted som e.
During hii:: sojourn at Weston the Chinaman had 1eat ned
con iderable of the ways of the white ma'. n.
He had learned to drink bad liquor and plaw draw poker.
He never did mu ch of .i t wh en Youn!! Wil.:1·u __...
was ,in
towu , though.
•
- ·
Bui as our hero \l a::; a\1ay on various tr ips about th e
\\ est more than half his time, ii will be seen that the C'rlcstial had a pretty good chance to do as he pleased.
On e thing about him , he always attended to bnbine::-"
when hi s young boss was home.
Wing Wa.h was listening pretty well Lo what was g<>ing
on, ancl when he learned that the whole band was going
away some little time after dark that night, be resolv~d to
have a good time while theJ were gone.
~
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That is, if he could strike 'Arry Hatwood.
Bui Wing was not worrying over his not finding him.
He felt that the fellow would surely be around somewhere.
'
He weut along in the even leuor of his way, apparently
not paying attention to anything else than his duties about
the quarters. He got up a rousing good supper for the boys and rec-eived several compliments for it.
All these he took graciously.
Wing was a good cook, and he knew it.
It was about eight o'clock when Young Wild West and
his men mounted and rode off, accompanied by Deering.
rrhe Chinaman watched them disappear, and then he
began executing a Lew steps he had learned from a negro.
"~i[e bull~ bloy now!" he exclaimed. ·'Me go outee and
have some Ihm: me gittee whisky, allce samee Melican
man."

When he got inside the shanty he saw the Cockney ana.
the other hunter at the table, which was in the center:. of
the room, playing cards.
A smile that was child-like and bland came over the
Chinamau·P. face when he saw that there was monc;Y
stacked up in various piles on the table.
"Bully bloy!" he exclaimed. "Me play pokee, allcc
samee Melican man.
Then the three inmates of the shanty looked at each
other and grinned.
"Say! you're a bloomink young duck, that's what you
are," said ·A rry Hatwood, rising and putting out his hand.
''Blow me hey es if Hi ain't glad to see you!"
'·Mc, too, allec samee," grinned Wing.
Then he took a seat near the table.
"He wants to buy some whisky, Harry," remarked the
man who had opened the door. "I guess il's all right.
He's one of ther deadshot band what'& come here to put
He whisked about in his preparalion;; to leave, putting clown sm ugglin' ."
on a clean go\rn and giving his pig-lail an extra twist.
"Mc cookee for Young Wild WesL';; dleadshlot bland;'
'rhen he stowed two empty flasks, a six-shooter .and a corrected Wing, turning to the speaker.
pack of playing card;; in his capacious pockets which, by
"Good enough!"
the way, could never be seen.
"'Ave you got any money:-'' queried the Cockney.
Wing had plenty of money, so when he sallied forth into
"Pully good !" answered the Chinaman, flashing a fivethe only street lhat the town hoastcd of be 11-n$ all fixed dollar gold1Jiece in his hand so quickly that none of them
for some sport.
saw where it came from.
C'hance led the Chinaman in the direction of the hut
'·Hi fancy you arc hall right," and, going to the comer.
occupied by the two humeri; who had shot the soldier that the whi8ky peddler lifted a board and fished out a big jug.
morning.
Wing Wah got out his two flasks in double-quick tiriw.
.·:How muchce ?.. he questio~cd, . holding them up.
There was a bright li ght. in the place and t.hc sound>< of
'·Two tlollars, bcin' hit'~ you.''
revehy could be heard from within.
Now Wing was perfPdly aware that whisk.v makes loud ." Allee right."
Wing touched the fold:; of his gown in some manner
_talk and singing.
When he heard t.he sound:; he at once concluued that and then held out hi;; hand with a two-dollar bill in it.
Jt \1-as a quick change, :ind the twQ hunters looked at
those inside the ·f'hanty had been drinking whisky.
. Ul
. amazemcn t .
.11m
. ·I
I
He concluded to rnn the risk of knocking al the door
and asking whoe,·er might answer t.o direct him to where
Neither of them could understand how he had disposed
of the golqpiec:c so quickly and produced the bill in itf;
he could get some whisky.
So he boldly stepped up and knocked.
;,tead.
The .Cockney, huw<'H'T. did uoi l:!eem !o be much puzzled
''Who's thar?" came a voice from within:
"Me, allec smnee Young Wild West's cook,'' answered about it.
\\"ing.
He simply got hold of the bi 11 , and then he very quick"'Anged if hit afo't a hloomink 0binaman!'. exclaimed ly filled the botlle~. wbich just filled the bill, oo far as
somebody, who Wing instanlly rewgnized a::: being the \~ring \\'a11 wa~ concerned.
Yery man he was looking for.
Wing Hff} coolly took a pull at one of the flasks ,and
The door was promptly ·opencd by one of the hunters.
then handed il to the man wbo ·had retained his seat 'at ·
·· o Yf'" :re- young Wild Wesfs Chinee, are you?" he the table.
He good-naturedly took a drink and theu it was passed
CJ"G-J lOlled.
"Yes, me Wing Wah. so be."
to the other hunter.
'·Well, what do you want?"
'T'he Cockney did not object when he was offered it, and
when he handed it back to the Chinaman there. was scarce"Some whisky. alle samee !\lelican man."
"Oh! you no, does yer? Step l'ight inside. I reckon J:v a drop in it.
But Wing had made a F.avora.ble impression on the., 111ep
you're all righi..''
Wing did not heP.itate to go in.
and that was all that he was looking :for.
.,
'
Ho had s-ucb faith in hi young boss that l)e knew no
He moved his chair up'·to the table and look a : look at
one would dare to hurt him without /:?Otting punished se- the hand the Cockney had lojd down in order to 'w?it1~1l
him.
; - .,:~
verely for it.
~
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"Do you want to take a hand at poker?" asked the man J The cards had their hold upon him now and the whisky
at the table.
'j 1rent good with them.
.
"Yes, me takee handee. What namee? Me likee gittee · There was not a thought of the future in i.hc China'quainted fiirst."
man's head.
·
"Oh! you want to know ther fellers you play poker with,
His mania £or gambling and whisky had got the best
does yer? Well, I reckon that's £air enough. My name is 0£ him.
One thing the Chinaman liacl taken notice 0£ 1ras that
Bill Palmer an' this is my parcl, Jack Spots. Th er other
is Harry Atwood, who lives over on ther other side of the the cards they were playing with hacl backs exactly likr
river in a place oallad Plunk7t."
those he had in his pocket.
Wing Wal;i. got up and._.~o-wed to first one and then the
He hacl been watching the man called Bill and had seen
other.
him ~lip three cards up one of his sleeves.
He was very polite, the men thought.
And at i.he same time he saw the Cockney put three OF
rrl1e fellow called Bill got out a whisky bottle and they four cards on the chair he was sitting upon.
had another drink all around.
There was probably a hundred dollars, or a trifle mbrl'. -·
Then Jake and the Englisl1man took seats at the table. on the table, and this was pretty high stakes for Wing to
"W c'll start in anew an' throw clown th er cards we held play with.
·
It was what \Vas called a jack-pot, too, which mean ~ that
when we was disturbed in ther deck," sa id Bill.
no player could open it and begin betting unless he had a
"Hall right/' nodded 'Any.
Jake diq not object, ~o the cards were shuffled and they pair 0£ jacks or better.
<Take dealt the cardH around, aiter no one had baen able
cut for cleal.
Wing w 'ah had learnGd considerable about the game, i.o open it for three times in succession.
anCl ·it runst be said that he knew something about cheatWing made up his mind to open it flu time.
.~ng,_ too. ·
It mado no difference whether the cards lo .d9 it with
He did not propose to lose anything \rhile he was out were dealt to him or not.
H e very deflly got four r.ces. from the pack be had in his
that night; he simply wanted to ha\c a night off and enjoy
clothes.
'
himself without it costing 4i111 anything.
I

...

r

E

'

.

,,,

He affected to be very simple and ignorant about the
points of the game, and the·three men, who thought 'they
\\;'Bre'- ~xperts, imagined they were going to have an easy
time of it.
,, . '
\
The game began with a rather smffll.ante a,I).i;l Wing Wah
got very much interested.
;._ h''~ · .. '
"I likee play pokec, allee same~ ~I~lican tuan," he kept
telling them, and whenever he would win a pot he would
smile in his child-like way.
~, _
But pretty soon Bill'. and Jake began to do the most of
the winning.
They, ~vere playing a ort of parb:i:er. game an-cl meant to
divide what they won when the game was over.
It had beent i.hei:i: intention to fleece the Englishman,
but since the Ohinamn:n had c1r~pped in it made no diffe'l:ence whb lost thei.1· l'non~y.
'Arry Hatwood was pretty good at the tricks 0£ the game,
too.
He knew he had struck ·a P.retty ha.rd game when he
agreed to play with the two hunters bu.t he r~lied on his
cheating propensities to. make him get the best of them.
And when the innocent Chinaman fell into ' the . game
so readily he saw nothing but a big bunch of money coming
his way.
They kept on playing for an ~ hour, drinking every now
and then.
·
Wing Wah was certainl;y taking too much whisky, but he
was not lo~ing hfa natural ctlnning or any 0£ the points he
had learned in Weston about the game.
He never once tho\1ght of what Young Wild West would
say to him when. be found 011t he had been out on a ~pree.

He could clo thi s easily enough, since he had placecl them
at the top of the pack when he put it in his pocket.
When he picked up the regilla1· hand dealt to him by
Jake the Celestia] saw that he had four kings.
But that did not slJ,tpriso him any.
He simply hek1 01fe of the kings and substituted the aees
for the other four cards.
--'--~
He paid not the least attention to what tlie others were
doing just then, and that made them thinll: tn11tJ1e. was one
0£ the easiest victims they had ever played wit}).
. Wing Wah promp11y opened iL, a~cl then all three 0£ the
other players went in.
When the time came to draw cards he did not take a,ny. ~
":Me standee pat,'} he said, with hi.s bland smile.
Bill ancl Jake looked at each other, while the Cockney •
smiled softly to himself.
·
It happened that all hands were doing som,e yheating
just then.
.
'
Bill and Jake were doing it jointly and the C01iuh
and Chinaman were each looking out for themselves. •·
And outside of the Chinaman no olle susl"; : . · .,,-s::.,~~
anything crooked was being done but what they we.re themselves doing.
·:
...
The three each drew one card.
Then ihe betting began. ·
Wing Wah jabbered aw·a y in his pigeon-English an<:!
raised it every time it came his turn .
. ·~. '·
Bill and Jake Lbought that he had stoo<l).1tt on the four
kings that had been dealt him. and as they had arranged it
between tlrnm that the former was to lay down four aces
ancl scoop in the pot, tbey felt perfectly at their ease.
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Hut when the Chinaman kept smiling and raising it la roundabout way till they came to a point above
c-amp
every time Bill began to get just a trifle uneasy.
that was on the opposite side of the river. ·
· ·•
And as 'Arry Hatwood stuck at it with c1qggec1 deterThe revenue man hac1 an idea that it would be best to
mination, and Jake filled in every time it came around, make it appear that they oame from a different direction
quite a pile oi' money began to accumulate.
than Juniper Falls when they showed up to the smugglers .
He was quite confident that they would try to get the
.But all things must have an end.
Finally the Cockney hauled in his horns a trifle and goods they had in camp across the river that night.
ealled it.
And he also knew that there were so many of them that
It was Wing's bet, and when the others had put in their they depended on making a resistance in case they were
money he laid dowu his lmnd in plain view of them all stopped.
<lncl scooped the pile from the 1.able as quick as lightning.
Young Wild West was doing a lot of thinking as he rode
.. Hold on!" cried Bill; '·l've got four aces!"
along at the head of his band.
· '~o 'ave Hi!" exclaimed 'Arry Hatwood.
H€ was wondering who was going to be hurt when the
"So be me, allee samee," retorted Wing, blandly. "Me smi'.iggling business was put to a stop there.
gottee four a9.es and one kingee; Bill gottee ten-spot and
He knew very well that such a state o.f affairs could not
Linglishman gottee Jackee. Wing Wah'R hand best one possibly exist i£ Colonel Denny attended to his duty.
out!"
'rhat pointed plainly that there was trouble ahead for
the
colonel.
" 'Ow can there ·be twelYe haces in a pack?" asked the
But Wild had agreed to assist in putting down the smugCockney, in smpr•ise,
"Dat seem funny, .allee samee," answered Wing, as he glers, and he was not going to quit because there were some
'
traitors in the camp.
~9£ np from 1.he tabk
· The money was in his porket, and that was the best part
He led his brave band on and presently they reached a
of it. ,
point where he thought it was proper to head for the river.
He gave the word _and then pulled his horse around.
"Guessee go homee; Young Wild Wost finclee fault with
Soon they were on Canadian soil.
\Yi11g Wah,'' he went on, as 11e headed for the door with
But when they got to the river all on ..the opposite side
dnmke.n gravity.
"IJ old on!" call eel on t Jake, rising to his feet. "You're was in· darkness.
./,.,,
a cheat,_you are I Y 011 jest give me my money back!"
"They are either very quiet or else. they hav~ moved
'"0h,'f10!" was the i:..eply, (1.s Wing opened the door. "Me down the river to the dividing line/ i;;aid Decrin'g'.
learn to p1aJ pokee in Weston; me bl ad man, and me
"We will go and see if they have moved down," answered
~hootee if. cl1011't lookec 011tl" .
Wild, who had an idea that thq had clone so.
\rith th:it he flouri~hcd l~s revolver arid began to whoop
It struck him that they s11ould have followed the river
--~~
....
."l1rr' he hnill1eard the drunken cowboys do.
bank in coming there instead o.f going in the roundabout
lt is doubtful i.f 11 thi'
Chinaman
would'. ha-ve got away way.
' .
'
'
'
,:
<tli>e if it h;1t1 not been. that he was 'y ~'.~11~,ltf ild Wesfs
Wild had become pretty well acquainted with the marks
cook.
;.~; /1'l;!,·,
,,.
·, ' ·(/·
that denoted the border that afternoon, and as they rode
The men had considerable respect for Yoi:iig Wild West, along the bank of the river he could see the hill that
;111d that \l'/lS why they concluded to let Winif.W ah go with marked lhe point where the Souri~ river split the line.
hi' winnings. _
~1(....
And just as he saw this he heard the splashing of oars.
When he '\'.OS once oulside he headed in as .~t~·ai~ht a line
"'l'he smugglers are cr?ssing the river!" he. exclaimed.
a~ he could walk for the. q1larters of the Deaq$hpt Bancl.
"If we hmry a little we will be in tii:ne to nip them just
H~ · g;ot there
rig}lt., m.' d then tumbled into his bunk as they land, boys!"
witl).. hi$ clothes on.
, Away they went on a swift gallop.
The Ohinaman had certainly had an evening:s spree !
" But unfortunately there was a little creek just ahead,.
whicb .could not be crossed owing to the treacherous mud
flt the bottom.
·
i Th<t>' were forced to ride otr t'~ the right till it got so ,.,
OHAPTER VII.
narrow that the horses could le~p oyer it.

-

.au

THE FIGIJ'l' WITIT THE SA1:UOG1,ERS AND WHAT FOLLOWED.

It was just a little after eight o'clock in the evening
"·hen Young Wild West and bis Deadshot Band left the
headquarters and went onl to watch the Chine:i smugp:lers.
'l'he moon was up and it was a rather pleasanl'I'.hight.
.\t the suggestion oi' Deeting they were to ride-~long in

'zl· ·

Wilcl on his handsome s9rrcl 1ed the way.
After him they came two and; tb.ree at a time. ·
FiYe minutes later they rcach~Gl a point where it was
plain sailing straight for t~rn river bank.
As they rounded a bm1ch of trees and came in sight of
the water just ahead of them an tmexpected thing happened.
,
1
Four or five rjfie shots rartg ' out from a boat that wa~
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well out in the stream and the bullets whistled about their
heads like a swarm of bees .
.. They have opened the game, have they?" cried Young
Wild West. "Well, that means that there is going to be a
fight, I guess. Steady, boys!"
Straight ahea<l of hirn Wild ;;aw a bont that had just
landed.
Three Chinamen were hurriecUy takillg oul chests of tea
<md some packages of different shapes.
When they saw the horsemen dashing toward them they
cease.cl in the work, and one of them drew an ugly-looking
sword and a revolver.
Then another volley wa~ fired from onr of the boalR
that had not yet landed.
.Jack Robedee lost a lock .of hair, but as that was all the
damage that had beer1 don', so far. they paid no attention
to it.

tied b€hind their backs and the merchandise that had been
dumped on the river bank was placed back in the boat.
"Someone has got to take this down the river to Juniper
Falls," remarked Jim Dart. "Who shall it be, Wild?'.
''You and I will do it, l guess," was the quick reply.
.. Charlie. you can lead my horse back and Rick can take
Jim's.'"
'·All right!" came from the two selected one~ .
"Give us a lift to push the boat. off, and then you c:· n
follow the river bank and keep along with m a~ 11·c· row
down.''
"'Oood enough!" exclaimed Charlie. "'I'his art• whtll J
call a pretty lively evening. If i1. keep~ U'P like thi~ thing,.:
won't be so very dull up here after all."
'I'he rcq( of the boats had reached ihe other i:;ide by this
time, so the river was perfoclly clear.
lt was ratlier wide at that point, but down at Juniper
Falh:, a mile below, i1. wa · so narrow that a ten-year-old
boy could easily throw a stone across.
crhere were two pairs of oar~ in the boat. and, takir1i:!
them. Wild and Jim bt1gan rowing down the stream with
their load of merclrnndise and the three Chinamen .
··This is what I call a mixed cargo," ~aid .Jim. ~rniling
at the array of . tufl' in the boat.

Our hero began swinging hi~ .lariat.
Down to the rirrr bank rode Young Wild We»t'~ Dcadshot Band.
The ('hincse smn)!"glerR f'trove !o get lht' boat off. hut
t·ould not do so.
.Just then Wild lei. bis lasso fly, and as it tighlened abont
the neck of one of the three. the Chinaman with the sword
l'llt t11€ lariat in two.
"Teas and silks mostly, I guess," answered Wild.
"Give them fits, boys!" l'ried Wild.
"And three yellow-skinned smugglers."
:\s he· spok€ he firrd a shot. nnil strnrk !hr fellow w·ho
"Yes, they help to make np the carp;o. ,.
liad the sword.
•
.
At an easy stroke they rowed down the river. the rest of
Down went ihe heavy weapon and the Mongolrnn ~prang the Band of Deadshofa< keep-inf! even with them 11,.: thr.1·
into the hoat, firing his revoln·r <I:< fast as he could a~ he ! rode along the bank.

I

did so.
.
. .
As they neared the narrow · part ot the river therL· 11t·n·
.\ l'Olley was fired at the other boats, and, realtzmg that: so manv treeR on either ~icle that the moon hec-arnc· ohth(•y had struck the wrong people, the smugglers started l scured. "
to make for the Canadian side.
Th
d .
d k
· I
Crack! Crack' Oraek--cr-a-a-c-c-ck!
at ma e ii as ar • as pitc l.
.th
And to make it 1rorse for them the horsemen wer1·
Another 1·olleY wa~ fired h:r thr DeauRhoi B ancI w1
.
ff
,
forced
to ri<le inlan1l :t 1rny8
e ect.
. lo CRC«llJC another of the mudt r 111na
0
.
.
.
dv-hottomec1 creeks.
.
J\s one ol the thrre t'hmamcn who had heen trymg to
unload the boat hau been nrady t:hoked by the noose ;rnd
The two boys wcr: eompellerl to row much slower !o preanother had been shot in thP wri;;:t by Wild, there was bnt vent. the boat runnmg aground.
one left.
·
·
All wa as silent as the graYe for the next two minutes.
'T
1·
.
t}
d
.
t
ft
J
I
'I'hey
could hear nothing bul thr noiRe made bv the dipl ~e wa8 grove mg rn ie san , a pie ure o PJTOT ano c e- . .
·f h .
'
·
.
pmg o t en oars.
1.
~a~
Seeing that the other boats were moving for the opposi tc
But suddenly th(• f'harp rars of \' oung Wild WeRt cau~ht
shore as fast as the frightened smuggler;;: r01llcl make them :rnother souncl.
go, Wild gave the order to cease :firing.
rt W<l>' a peculiar spln8hi11g noise n( th" "tern of

I

l·
!
I

"I guess that will do for to-night." he said. "Dismount, · boat.
c ·-~~'·;ti-~
i:;ome of you, and get these bales and ~nnc1lc~ back into the
Insta11tiy he drew in hi;; oars and stepped to tlitJ ~er
boat. We have made a rretty good haul, 1 think. for the
The next instant hr saw a human form ~wimming- rapfi:rst try at the game."
idly for the s11ore.
"I reckon we ha \' C. .. retorted Cheyenrn• Charlie. a,; he
Thr swirnrr1er was heading for lhe Canadian side. too,
sprang lightly from thL saddle. "Git up, you yaller- · which·was not more than a dozen yards distant.
skinnecl heathen! I gue~~ 1'11 tie you up a bit."
At first Wild thought that one of the captives had e~He gave the Chinaman on the ground a smart kick and caped. but a glance sho1Yed him that such was not the·
forced him up as though he had been set upon springs.
case .
.Jim Dart and LiYelY Tfo.k also di8monnterl.
'I'hey were l.l'ing in thr bottom of tht:' boat in " lwlplt''"
hi n rrry frw minufr.: thr t1ro smu7p;leri' hnd theiT hand;;. condition .
1

I
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Just then the boat came to a stop wi.th a sudden jerk
that threw our hero off his feet.
Down upon the Uhinamen iu the bottoin of the boat he
11 ent wHh a crash.
1'hen the little craft began to move stern-foremost for
the shore.
,Jim had lost hi~ balance, too, and as he titrove to catch
himseli and keep from falling he let the oars go overboard.
··What's the matter, Wild?" he called out.
"\Ve've been tricked," came the reply, as our hero quickly scrambled to a sitting posture.
Crack!
He caught a glimpse of the head and shouldeTs of the
~wimmer not far away and let him have a bullet.
The bullet hit the mark and the head went down almost
instantly.
But that di(l not ~top the boat from moving. a.- Wild
"npposed it would.
Thcre was a quick jerk and it moved faster than ever.
.. Wild, Wild, what does it all mean?''
··Steady, Jim,! llilve. rour Hhoo ler ready for the first
1iY ing thing you see.'i
Thal was all the reply Dart got tlti~ time.
'l'!t0 next instant the boul was whisked under the drooping tree and then up a little creek.
Bump!
Lt e:ame to a stop all of a sudden.
.\ gain Wild and Jim lo~t their balance.
And b0forc they could right themselves half a dozen
forms sprang into the boat and upon them!
·'Come over, boys!"
'l'hat w11s all that Young Wild West could call out, for
11 hand clutched him by the throat and shut off his wind.
13nt he had called onl loudly enough to make his men
on the opposite bank of the ri vcr hear.
"'"Thoopcc! Whoopee!" he henrd Cheyenne Uharlie cry
011!. · '( 'omr on. boys!
Wild and .Jim have got into trouIJlr."

That was all Wild heard just then, for a heavy sack was
• thrown over his head and he wa" dragged along through
a maze of bushes and briars.
Bul not for a very long ways.
ln about a minute he was lifted and dumped into a
wagon. and HR hr rrillr.d ol"er be felt a body tumble on top
of him.

Ile wu,: <.'crtain that i l 1n1s Jim Dart, and now being able
lo use his tongue to a slight degree, he asked:
t , that you, .Jim?''
.. Yes," came the smo llH:red reply.
"Keep still; don't go lo yelling out as it will only make
matters worse. Charlie will find this trail easy enough
without hearing a . Olmd from us."
"That's i-ight."
But had they wanted to call out their voices could not
have lx>en heard very far. as they were well smothered with
,acks and blanket" anr1 11 ere breathing with no little diffi-

1:ulty.

'l'hf' wagon was now in motion, and by the jolting the
boys knew it was going along at a pretty stiff pace.
Where they were being taken to they had no idea, but
they knew they were on the Canadian side of the river and
that the Deadshot Band would follow them to the last
ditch.
The wagon must have proceeded along for a mile or two
directly inland before it came to a stop.
And the instant it did stop the muffied forms in the bottom of it were pulled out.
As they had been securely bound at the start, they were
utterly helpless.
As though they had been nothing more than a couple of
· ~acks of potatoes, they were dragged over the ground ior a.
few feet and then the sack happened to slip so Wild could
look ont from a hole that was in it.
ln lhat brief glance he saw that he was being taken into
a log house that was white-washed and of a very neat appearance .
That was all. for it was as dark as the grave inside, and
when he \\'HF allo11·cd to drop to the floor he could do nothing bu L listen.
Young Wild We1<t and Jim Dart were in what might be
ca1led a light box.

C'HAPTER VIII.
ti
S.AVED BY A WOMAN.

Wild and Jim: were scarcely dropped npon the floor 0£
the cabin than they heard someone begin to fumble with a
lock right near them.
''l can't see." they heard a voice say. "Strike a light
jest for a minute."
·'No strikee lightee!"' exclaimed a voice which was unmistakably Chinese. "If strikee lighte€ mebbe Melicnn
mans come and see. No strikee lightee; open door to el'llar and hurry upee!''
'rhere was some more fumbling and not a few impatient
remarks, and then the trapdoor the man was fooling with
was opened.
.
'l'wo or thee pairs of hands srized the helpless forms of
lhe two boys and they were dragged into a cellar in short
order.
, :\ ~trong smell of whisky penaded the place, and the
iustan t he recognized this fact Wild camp to the concl nsion
that thiF must be the place where '~.\rry Hatwood got hiR
whiRky that he sold to the soldiers and others on the other
side of the river.
In spite of his perilou~ position. \\' ilcl began to grow interested.
He had been anxi0u8 to sol\·e the whisky problem, anyhow, and now here wa. a chance-providing, of course.
that he escaped with hii,; life.
But he had been in many worsl' ::;crapes than this and
had got out of them all 1•ight.
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' L'hat is the way he figured it.
ther stuff. But -now sin ce you've brung 'em h ere, wh at
The boys were tossed not very gently on a pile of straw are we goin' to do with 'em?"
;t nd then t he sacks were removed from their heads.
" Th ere's only on e thiiig to do with 'em ,'' was the answer.
Alrno~t at th e some intitant a light was struck.
Then Wik! and Jim sa\1 a roughly-dressed man apply·'You mean kill 'em?"
ing a match to a lantern.
"What else kin we do with 'em?"
" Well, I don 't know. But it seem" to me that they are
Near him stood two Ohina1pen, plainly the ones who had
ussist ed in bringing the boys in th e house from the wpgqn. too youn g nu' good lookin' 1-o die."
'·Psha"·! What do yo11 care about good look s. rrhey
Wild thought it about tim e he had som ething to say
now., so, directing hi s gaze upon the rn:rn with the lantern , was interferm' "·ith thcr Chinamen in gittin' ther stuff
across ther rirer, wasn' t they?"
he remarked :
" You said they 1ras .
" Well, what did you bring us fellows h ere f011?'
' ' WeH. Orny wa ~ . An' H011· beca use you think they're
" Ehl" exclaimed the man, showing considerable surpri se
goocl-lookin' young fo l1 ers th ey hacln't ought to be put out
at the coo} way ht! ispoke.
" What did you bring ue fellow~ h ~re for ? 'rhat is .what of ther vrny, so's th e~' can't tell on us."
" Dan Ricketts, if you was as good lookin ' as either one
said."
"Melican bloy shuttee npl" cried one of the Uhinamen, of 'em l: might have reason to feel proud of yer. Why,
you ain't half as handsome as your broth er 01·er in Juniper
and he kicked Wild in the ribs to emphasize hi s remark.
" All right, you ycll01r-skinned rascal!" was the reply. F alls!' '
" When I gel free I will remember you. I'll make you
"An' you ain't as good lookin' as tli er old .black an' white
wish that ' OU never kic.kecl m e, Pll bet a ~ ih·e r quarter to a cow we\ ·c got out in th er pen! ·
five-dollar gold pi ece ! [ '11 know you by that scar on th o
'·Dan Ricketts, 1' 11 lia vr yon UJ.1c1erstand that I was
called a hand some gal in my day."
left of your nose, ~o ~·o u had better look out for me!"
'l'he Chinamall' rai clecl his foot to administer anoiher
''Bnt vcr got bnm: ly over it, didn't yer?"
kick to him, but nt that moment the fom1 of a female
" Yes, an' from t11 cr rrnrnin ' of you when yo u had th cr
bounded forward.
smallpox, that's h o1r J got hrnvely over it. I took t her
•' ~···
" No you don ' t, you "r;gly heathen f I ain't gain' to allow di sca~e an' it left m e with an ngly face, 'cau se you wouldn't
ther boy to be kicked by t her likes of you! Git out of rai tie a h and t o keep m e from scr atchin' myself."
here, ther pair of ~·er! "

"N(ver 111i11d about that n ow, Meg." ·
" Oh , yes! You kiu say n ever mind t h at now. .But J
It was an elderly 11·oman who had interfered .
·.· ·.a;~r face was ;mything. b~t beautiful and h er frame w~ want you to understand that though I may be a bit ugh
lookin', J'ye got a heart left. rl'hese two boys ain't goin' \!)
ns large and as pow erful as that of a man.
-~ _/
But she plainly showed that there was something in her be killed."
"But, Meg."
· above the common brute.
"No buts abo ut i t. They're goin' to be ,·et free right
The Mongolians looked at her as though they would
like ~o resent h er words, but she quickly whipped out a big now, if they'll promise m e that they won't come hnc·k lwrC'
six-shooter from the folds of her · c1tei;~ and held it out an ' bother u s."
1

•

menacingly.

She brought her foot down 1·el1cmently to shmY ihnt slw
meant business .

"I'm boss here !" she' crie<]. " Git a riove on yerl"
"S'pose 1.hey do promi ~e you thot they \\'O:U ·1 come back
" No wantee go up; l~-elican mans catchec us,". said one
of them, shrugging his shoulders.
h ere, nor send an yone else h ere 1.o bother uo, would you
belien they 1rould keep their words?"
I
"Git on up there an' ntn your chances!''
"Go on, Hop an' Sam!" spoke up the man with the
lantern. " You hev got ter do as she says."
The Chinamen ~o longer hesitated.
Had it been a man with a r evolver inst ead of a woma"Q
they might have tried to argue the question furth er, but as
it was, they felt that they had nothing ·to do but to obey.
So up th e narrow, Btraight steps they \l'ent, closing the
trapdoor after them.

" Of course I would. I \1 o nld bclieYe ei th er one of them.
I kin read a fa ce putty woll v; hen 1 sees it. 'rh em bo}':;
ain't common villain ' like you an' your brot h er acro;:;s
th er river ras brought up. \Vhy I Do you s'pose either of
'em would d eceive all them what's b een good to-~
work with that scoundrel o[ a Colonel Denny to l'Ob hi s
own government, . like yo ur broth er's bei;n doin' for ther
last year or two? 1 guess not !"

"Shet up, Meg! You've said too much. 'rhem boys
'·Now then, Dan Rick etts," said the woman, turning to
the man, wh o evi,lentl y wa ::; h er husba nd , " what in thun- can' t git away from h ere aliw, M' that settles it !"
" Look out, Da.n Rid:et1.e! Don't ril e me too much. If
der c1id you bring these two boys here for?"
" \Ve had to bring 'em somewheres, didn't we?" was the you do ther old grudge wi)l be opt to come up, au
reply.
then--"
" All right! All rig-fit!" ancl the man 1Valkec.1 a way.
"No! Yon cou ld have let 'em go after you got ho1d of
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The old woman promptly drew a knife and stepped over io kill us. If you do, you will uever make anolher drop
o:f moonshine whisky~· ,
"You've heard all what's been said, I s'pose, ain't you?"
"That's thcr way to talk to him!" exclaimed :Meg. "i\011",
"Yes," answered Wild.
boys, come on upstairs."
"Will you promise not to interfere with our place in any
She led the way and Jim came next, Wild bringing up
way, then?"
the· rear.
"Yes."
It was dark above, but the light from the lantern below
"How about you?"
just rnaile sufficient light for Jim to see the forms of the
"I promise," said Jim.
two Chinamen as he stepped on the floor of the cabin.
"There's all ways of makin' a livin', you kD,ow," she
'l'hey were sneah.ing toward ~he open trapdoor, each with
resumed. "We have our way, which is the makin' an' an ugly-looking knife in his hand.
5l'llin' of whisky. That's all there is to it, sd you won't
"Stop right where you are!" he cried, leYeling his rc~ay a word that will do us harm, will you?"
volver at the foremost one.
"Nol" an wcrerl the boyR, and they meant what they
Instead of obeying the command, the Mongolian made
~aid, too.
a leap to plunge the knife into the breast of the boy.
"I know you won't. I kin tell an honest face. even if it
Crack!
iB in theT candlelight. Them!" and she quickly cut their
The aim of Dart was true.
hond~ with ihe kniic she held in her hand.
Down went the would-be assassin like a log.
Wild and Dart lost no time in getting on their feet.
The other villain drew a pistol and fired just as Wild
"Thank you!" they both sa id al the same time.
stepped on the floor.
'l'hey were much relieved, for ai one time their case had
The bullet hit the old woman in the arm and she uttered
a soream of pain.
looked to be a desperate one.
The woman ·s husband stood holding the lantern, a sulGrack!
Jen e.xpres.sio:n on his conntcnancc.
It was Wild who iircd this time, and then, instead oi
'.'~~hat way are yer goin' to let 'em out?" he asked .
one, there were two dead Chinamen in !he cabin.
('.'l"her sam:e way they was brought in," she answered.
"Good! Good!" screamed the old woman. "It serves
"Good enough!" and a pleased exprcs ion came over his them right."
face.
The "·ords were scarcely out of her mouth \Vhen the
"I h.-now what you're thinkin' about," she said, with a door of the cabin came crashing in as though it had been
laugh.
, hit by a locomotive.
!
"Yer knm.- what J'm t hinkin' about? \Yhat does yer
"Whoopee!" shouted the voice of Cheyenne Charlie.
mean, Meg?"
Young Wild WeEt's Deadshot Band had arrived.
"Easy,
boys!" called out Wild. "It is all right. We are
"You arc tlunkin' that if I let 'em out of ther front door
here
and
not hurt a particle.''
of ther hnt ther two Chinese fellers will soon put ther fin"Hooray!"
cried Jack Robedee, and then a cheer went
i:il1 to 'em, don't yer?"
up
that
made
the rafters of the cabin fairly tremble.
"Never mind what I was thinkin' about. Go on an'
"Go
down
in
the cellar and close the trap," whisperl'd
have your own way about ther whole thing."
...- 'I'm goin' to, or there'll be a wind-up of business atween our hero to the old woman, who was now trembling like•
a leaf. "Neither you nor yom husband or your property
me an' you."
shall be touched. Do .as I say!"
.ds she said this she walked flVe'.l.~t0 the stairway and
Meg did not hesitate a second.
~tooped do~m to the floor.
·
,
Like a shadow she went down the narrow steps, closin;r
When she arose she had the ~p~~E! · taken from Wild
the door gently after her.
and Jim.
~:.. l.t,
Then Wild and Jim went outside.
"Here!" she exclaimed. "No,~, ' '.f\~~ess ther Chinese
The Deadshots had dismounted, and when t.lwy 8a\r
fellers won't be able to git much ther best of yer."
them safe and sound they picked them up bodily and beThe fa ce of Dan Ricketts fell .when he saw the weapons gan carrying them around on their shoulders.
•
hrcii'd in the hands of the boys.
The majority of them were for going into the cabin. but
The next instant a cloud of anger came over it.
Wild stopped them.
"I'll fix you, ~ou hussy!" he cried. "If we are raided
"There is nothing to l,Je found inside but two dead Chihere I'll kill you, jest as sure as my name are Dan Rick- namen," he said. "They brought us here in a wagon after
~r
they got hold of us in the boat, and we managed to get
"See h ere !" spoke up Young Wild West, facing the irate the best of them. We shot them in short order.~'
villain. 'CWe promised that we would say nothing about
"Good enough!"
yonr place or w1iat kind of business you are in. We mean
"Pretty work!"
The men were delighted, and they asked for no further
to keep our word t-0 the very letter. But I want to tell you
one thing-, and that is that don't you run across us and try explanation.

to where Wild and Jim lay.
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As both the boys' horses were there, they mounted them · "As soon as Young Wild West and his band starts out
in short order.
to-night will see to it that you and the Chinaman are set
"I guess we had better get back to the United States as free. Be patient and take things cool.
"COL. DENNY .''
rnon as possible/' observed Young Wild West.
,Just then the shrill cry of a female in distress rang out
"Thal sounds a little more like it,' ' said the teamster
from the · woods near at hand.
when he had explained the contents of the note to hiR
companion. " We are all right to get out now. Ther colonel is goin' to wait till thcr yo un g feller what collared u ~
goes away with his gang to-night, and then we gits set
CHAPTER IX.
free. Well., I reckon we kin wait .till that time, c~n't we?' '
" Pully good, so be,"' answered th e Chinaman , grinning
WHAT COJ,ONBL DENNY WAS UP TO.
in a delig hted way.
The man who had been locked up for his performarn:e
We must now go back to t he tim e, when Ri ckett~, the
colonel's teamst er , was placed in the guardhou se with the with the Cockney and because his companion had been shot
by the hunter, listened to what t he teamster was tellin g
Chinaman. '
The team ster was ·~uilen and morose and the Chinaman th e Chinaman .
. When he had gleaned the facts of the ·case he made u p
was badly frigh tened.
" We no gittec out ?' ' said the latter , qu estionin gly, wh en hi s mind that he was going to get out, too.
·'H ther colonel is goin' to sel them fellers free, I g ue:,,;
they were alone.
"If we don' t I g uess there will be something funn y hap- he' ll . set me free, too,"' h e mused. "He ain' t got no righ t
pen around .h ere befo1'e lon g," was the reply. ·'Colonel to set th em out of here. 'cause what's he got to do wit h
· Denny don' t riare to keep me here. An ' l don't believe he 'cm , wh en they' re here for smugglin' ? I'll either git out
gares to keep you h ere. either. H e's as much in t he mud or someon e will know something afore many hours."
Then he sehl ccl down and took a nap.
as I'm' in .~her mire. an' _vou-- well, you'r e n othin ' but a
It was quite a long wai t, bu t all rhrce of the pri ::;on e r ~
Chiiiee sniuggler, an' it ain 't likely ~'our word would go
made th e best of it.
~ i:
Yery far. No h eathen's word will go far . you know .''
,\ ftc r what seemed to be a long time after their supper
"So be," retorted t he yellow-skinned smuggler. nodding; though he did not quito understand what hi s com-. \ra& brought to th em , a blu e-coated guard came up an<l
panion was dri ving at . The .w ldier who had been in the nnlock ed -the door of the prison pen.,
Not a word did h e say, but when th e door 'was open he,.,
muss when Yonng v\i iitl vV est ~nd his friends first rode into
,raJked away about his business, leaving t he way clear fo r
town wa s· a prisoner in the giiardllot\e,e; too,
He had ::obcred up considerabl e sine~ th~, fun he had had ! hem to ,get ou t of the place.
The imprisoned g uard was th e fir~i to iake advantage r
with ' Any H ai wood , t he Cockney,. 11 i;id i~ was a nxi our: to
t',:'
the
o.peu door.
get out of th e fl.Crape he was in.
·/
H
e got np, and, putting on his hat, 1rnlked out as calmly ·
He knew he had no right to a rrest t
Cockney at t he
as
t
hough
it was all arranged for him to do so.
time, and when he th ought hou' his co: panion had lost
Bi cketts and t h e Chinaman were not long in followin g
his life fron1 i~, he was doing an ything ,b~t pl ea~ant t hink.
'I>''
.
hi» example.
mg.
" You'd better go back in th ere," said the teamster wh c1l
"What are yo u fellows in here for ?''. he a:;ked. walking
over to the two men who had been c,a ught smugglin g goods they got outside.
"I 'd be a fool to do that," was the reply . . " The door ~ a~
from the Canadian side.
"That'$ what I call none of your tnlsiness.!" retorted open ed, wasn 't it?"
" Yes, but not for you."
Ricketts.
·: Oh! Well, if t he col onel.co uld let you o.ut. l guess he
" Oh! you needn't be so saucy about it. l don' t know as
could let me oul, too . Good-l)ight! I am g oing to look
I care to know, anyway. " .
up some whisky."
'. 'Well. what did you ask fur, t h en ?" ..--r••
The teamster mad e no reply, bu t headed for the bank
The soldier walked away.
. ·:,,
of
the river , followed b) the rascally Mongolian . .._~
He was sober and h e did not ca re to gef' {n an argument
"
We'll try an' find ther Engl ishman's boat," said the
there in that place.
~
former
. "Th en we kin git across and stay there. "
· Ricketts and th e Chinaman sat down aJJ:d th ein no one
·'So be pully good," rn.id his companion.
spoke a word for t he n ext half hour.
As lnck would have it, ~J~ey were not long in findinf!'
Then a mes8enger came tq the bars tha t divided t he place
.....
off from t he storeYoom of the barrack$ with a. note for · 'Arry Hatwood's boat.
It was moored in a sn~. '·'}ittk place where h e aiwa:-i:s
Ricketts.
.
The t eamster , took it just as th~&:h he had expE)cted to kept it when on that ~i~ei-iof ·the river.
Ricketts was jufit about,_J o unt~e the little craft wh.c<1
rnceive it, and ..when he h ad torn
open i:ead ithe followthe figure of a man loom ed up through the darkn ess.
in:
0
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"Who goes there?" asked a low voice.
It was unquestionably Colonel Denny who was the challenger.
Ricketts recognized him instantly.
'·It's me-Ricketts." he answered in a hoa,ri;c whisper.
'fhen the man, who wore a long cloak lo conceal the
-hape of his form, quickly advanced.
"Ricketts," said he, "you arc not to tell who set you
free, no matter what happens, do you understand?"
·'Yes, 1 understand, colonel."
"All right, lhen. Here's some money for you. lf I was
\·ou I wouldn't come across from the Canadian side again
very soon, especially while Young Wild West and his
Deadshot Band is around here. You can't tell what might
happen to you if you get caught again."
"I won't come back. I'm goin' right lo my brother's
whisky still an' slay there."
"Good! I will be over there lo see you before long. I
expect to meet my future wife there almost any time now.
I don't know just what time she will be brought there, but
1 paid considerable money to a couple of my men to bring
her over from Hastings."
"It's ther gal what was here in town last summer for a
few weeks before your da'llghter died, ain't it?"
·'Yes, that's the girl."
''l thought she wouldn't have anything to do with you,
(·olonel."
"She wouldn't. You see-I may as well tell you-she
i. coming to your brother's whisky still against her will. I
11m going to happen along and make out that I rescue her.
Then she will hardly refuse to marry me, I guess."
·'Y011've got a great head on you, colonel."
~'·l confess that I think I have. I have made lots of
money sin ce I have been stationed up here on the border,
and I am willing to spend a good part of it to get that girl
to marry me."
'"Every one to his taste, colonel, but 1 never seen any
good come of it when a feller gits in love ,all'.goes to meddlin' with a gal what don't like him."
~·
"Well, I don't think she ,exactly hates:·i;µe-."
"1faybe n.ot, but when I seen her pull ··~W~Y from you
that night last summer an' run for ther hQU I made up
\
my mind that she didn't like you very much.'"
''Pshaw! Hhe has forgotten all about that before this.
l:1ere I am a good-looking widower with a commission in
the army-what better- could she want than me' for a husband?"
~ihru't kuow, sir, I'm sure. Let me see, her name was
:\finnie Faulkner, wasn't it?"
"Yes, that is her name. Jove, Ricketts, you have a
great memory.''
"Yes, I rrues;:: 1 have. I could tell an awful lot if I
wanted to, conldn't I?"
The rascally colonel shrugged liis shoulders miea~ily.
''No doubt you could, Ricketts; no doubt you could. But
it wouldn't do for you to ao it-it wonlcln't .pay you to do
it."

"No, it wouldn't pay me unless--"
"Unless what, Ricketts?"
"Oh, nonsense! Let it go at that. He·r e I've got to live
on British soil alter this. That's bad enough, ain't it?"
"Well, not so bad. I sec you are anxio~s to go, so go on.
r11 see you in a day or two-just as soon as I hear that
Minnie Faulkner has arrived at the still."
"Good-night, Colonel Denny."
"Good-night, Hicketts."' '
"Goodee night, so be!" spoke up the Chinaman.
Then the two got into the boat. and pushed off, the army
officer who was playing such a deep game in villainy stalking off in the direction of his quarters.
The two rascals soen reached the other side of the river.
Once there they tied the boat where its owner could
j
easily find it, and then th~y headed for the town of
Plunket, which 'rns a mile above Juniper Falls on the Canadian side.
Plunket was quite u town, it having a population of perhaps five or six hundred.
Ricketts did intend lo make straight for his b~other's
still when he first started. but he changed his mind when
crossing the river.
He was without weapons of any sort, and as he had
money with him, he thought it 'roulcl be a good idea to fit
himself out.
Then if he should happen to nm acros the daring
young fellow who had arrested him he would make short
work of him-that iR, if he ;:hould happen to be on the
Canadian side.
The two soon got to the town and ~tocked up with a revolver and a knife apiece.
Then they thought they needed i:;omcthing to ddnk.
It took them much longer lo get what they wanted in
that line than it did in the other.
So in all nearly two bonrs harl elapsed whe11 they approached the whisky still of Dan Ricketts.
'17hey got there juf'L as Young Wild West and ,Jim Dart
were ascending the steps from the cellar with the \romnn
w-ho had set.them at liberty.
But they did not go around to the front of the cabin.
'rhere was another way to get in the stiil, which "·as
in a big natural can>.
What seemed to ht! a goo<l-tiized cQW8bcd marked the
entrance tn the secret place.
Ricketts and the Chinaman had just reached this ~hc<l.
when the shots fired in the ca,bin rang out.
"Somethin's wrong!" r~<:d the teamster. ''We'd better
hide right here."
He was very much frightened just then, for it struck
him that Young Wild West was there.
And the boy had made a deep impression on him by his
remarkable coolness, in spite of his thoughts that he was
going to kill him when he met him.
The two got into a corner of the C'ow~hed and laid low.
They had not been there but~ couple of second" \\·hen
they heard the thunder of hoOf.•
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This frightened them more than ever, but as the sounds
stopped almost immediately they began to feel easier.
But just then they heard whispered voices outside.
Ricketts' 'bravery left him then.
He began to tremble like a leaf, while the Chinaman,
who had lost his nerve almost at the sound of the revolver
shots, began to mutter incoherently.
Ricketts was not a brave man, anyhow.
Cruel in the exheme when be bad things his own way,
but a miserable coward when things went against him.
"Never mind prayin' to any of your stone images,"
whispered Ricketts, trying hard to be brave. "Jest git
your shooter ready fur business."
"l'iie, me--" stammered the Celestial.
IIw teeth began to chatter so the sounds could plainly
be heard.
·'Stop thai.!" cautioned Ricketts. excitedly. "Stop it, or
ther fust thing you know you'll have a whole gang on us.
Stop it, I say! Can't you--"
Ile did not finish the sentence, for at that very instant
the shrill scream of a female rang out so near him that he
involuntarily spntng to bis £eet.
The next minute two men came in the cowshed, dragging a struggling form with them.
"Keep still, or 1'11 be tempted ter throttle yer!" cried a
hoarae voice. "Confound this gal kidnappin' business,
anyhow!",
Ricketts breathed a sigh o.1' relief.
He recognized the Yoice as belonging to one of the colonel's trusted men.
He realized ju~t what had happened.
The two men had arrived with the girl Colonel Denny
hoped to make his wife.

'.

CHAPTER X.
THINGS GROW INTERESTING.

Young Wild West no sooner beard the cry of distress
than he urged his horse in the direction of the strip of
woods.
Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie started after him in a
twinkling, and then came the whole crowd of Deadshots.
As the cry was not repeated, Wild could not exactly lo. cate the spot, but he made ,straight for a strip of woods
that could be plainly seen in the moonlight.
And in doing this he passed the cowshed unnoticed.
As he reined in his horse and found it as still as the
grave there he made up his mind that he had come to the
wrong place.
Consequently, there was only one thing left to do, and
that was to find the proper place.
That a woman or girl had shouted for help all hands
were certain of.
.
"TI.iis way, boys!" called out Wild, and then h~ headed
along the edge of the woods.

In less than two seconds the cowshed loomed up before
him.
"Be careful now, and search every spot," he observed,
as he dismounted.
Revolver in hand, he hmried about, looking for the person who had utte1-ed the cry.
But search as he might, he could not find the least sign
of any person in the vicinity.
And so it was with the rest of them.
They went under the shed, but could find nothing but
a cow that was placidly chewing heT cud there
"It must have been ther cow what made ther noise,"
suggested Lively Rick.
"Nonsense!" answered our hero. "It was a woman. I
am just as certain of it as I am that I am here."
"And so am I," added Jim.
"Well, if it was a woman, where is she now?'' asked
Cheyenne Charlie.
Wild was doing a whole lot of thinking
It occurred to him all at once that it must have been
Meg who had uttered the cry _
It was more than probable that there "Was an outside entrance to the cellar, and she could have easily got out
there time enough to utter the cry.
But if it had been her she was in the clritch of romeone
aL the time; the tone of voice indicated that p ain enough.
And that being the Jase, Young Wild West felt that he
had ought t.o render her assistance in r<'!h{ru for what she
had done for him and Jim.
- But where was she?
That was the question that puzzled him.
"Jim," said he, "have you an':-]<Jea whi; i'.t was?"
"It must have ·been Meg, the old woman who set -us
free," replied Dart in a whisper.
"That is what I think."
,«
"Someone bad hold of her and they choked her off after
she let out t~e first cry, too."
"That's right."
;,.
<•
"What are we going to do about it?"
"Jim, I don't know."
Wild was certainly stumped.
He bad promised the old woman not to mention anything about the still, and now it seemed probable that she
was being killed by her huaband and his assistants, or had .
been killed already.
What course was he to take?
After a moment's thought be cam'e to the conclusion
to let matters rest as they were for the present. ·---:-'t..,...
"I guess we will get to the other side of the ri-v-ei;; l;>oys,"
he said, after a rather lengthy pause.
·
This was satisfactory to everyone but Cheyenne Charlie.
The scout had noticed Wild and Jim whispering, and h.e
was of the opinion that they knew more about the cry for .
help than they cared to let the others know just then.
But Charlie was not the one to say anything.
He would wait till Wild t~ld him about it, though he ~
was rather anxious to know what it all meant.

..
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Wild. led the way baok to the river.
Charlie showed him the place where they had crossed it,
and then the horses were put to the water.
They swam over in a very short time.
Our hero had concluded to come back to the whisky
still before morning, though.
He felt that he would like to find out just how it was
located and how the Englishman, 'Arry Hatwood, got the
stuff across the river.
And then he wanted to find out what had happened to
:;:the old woman, if it was her they had heard utter the cry.
When the Deadshot Band got across the river they were
less than a mile from Juniper Falls.
That made them get back in short ordeT.
Deering was elated at what had happened.
He knew the Chinese smugglers would not be apt to
bring any more goods over that night.
But at the suggestion of our hero be had four men
posted along the river half a mile apart.
As soon as they saw anything suspicious they were to
ride for the barracks and let the Deadshot Band know
of it.
Young Wild West was more interested in the whisky
still than anything else just now.
He decided to go back there and t~ke Jim Dart and
Cheyenne Charlie with him.
He reached this conclusion just as they came in sight of
the quarters they occupied.
And at the same time something hap.Pened that did not
bear very well with Deering's judgment.
One of the men patrolling the river bank came in with
the news that there were several rowboats going up and
driwn the river as though looking for a place to laud on
the American side.
"We had better go back, I suppose," said the revenue
man. "By jove! I thought they had enough of it for one

ni~ht."
"We will go back with pleasure," answered our hero.
"But I will leave the men in your charge. I am going
across the river, and Charlie and Jim ate going with me."
"What!"
,, ·'
1
"That is what I have decided to·, ~~'~ ;
"What are you going to do that £~?''"
"I want to find out what that scream .~ant."
"You mean the scream that s.ounded like -the voice of a
. distress near the cabin where you shot the tyfo
woman i.n
9hinamen?"
fi,:r+''""lre')tbat's just. what I mean. It worries .me to. think
Lii\It someone was m danger, and we not abl:e~ Jo give assistance."
·
;,:
"It will be a little dangerous for you to go across the
river, especially if any of the smugglers should raeet you."
"Of course there will be a little danger attaclied to it.
If there were not there would be no fun in going. I can't
get along without plenty of excitement, you know."
"You are slightly different from me, then."
There was no time for further conversation.

'·
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They mounted their horses again. and set out.
"I want a boat,'' said Wild to Deering, as they neared
the river where the smugglers were reported as being.
"I don't think there is any down this way," was the
reply.
"Well, we will get one, anyhow. If we can't do any better we will take one of the smugglers' boats. They hauled
Jim and I ashore in a hurry to-night, so we may be able
to give them a taste of it. You follows go on and attend
to the Chinamen; I guess we will stop here and leave our
horses."
Deering and the rest of the Deadshot Band went on
without another question.
Wild looked around till he found a good place to tie the
horses.
He soon did right near the barik of the river ip a clump
of trees.
Wlien this was done the three began going along the.
bank on the lookout for a boat.
'rhey kept well in the shadows so they could not be seen
from the river.
Five minutes later they ~aw a boat.
It was pushing off from the opposite shore, and there
were two men in it.
"I reckon if them fellers come over here we'll have a
boat," obse·r ved Cheyenne Charlie.
"Sure we will!" exclaimed Jim Dart.
"Just wait and see if they do come over," said Wild.
"Ah! they are heading for a point clown below us. They
must want to get under the willows on this side of the
river."
"Well, let's git down there, so's we'll be ready when ther
measly coyotes come along," suggested the scout.
Our hero thought this a good idea, so the three at once
set out.
They could hear the measured strokes of the oars now,
and they knew the boat was probably coming close to the
American side, even if it did not make a landing there.
In three minutes they reached a bank where the willows
hung over the narrowest part of the stream.
Some of the limbs ran out for a dozen feet or more, and
Wild quickly began sizing them up to note how strong
they looked.
The moon was shining brightly, but it was difficult to
see very good under the willows, unless one got where a
rift of moonlight came through.
Young Wild West soon found a place where he could see
pretty good.
.
.
When he became certa:i.n that the boat was headmg for
that point he began to climb one of the willows.
He had not the slightest difficulty in doing this, since
be did not have to reach any higher than his head to get
hold of the limbs.
Once on what he considered to be a good, sound limb,
he began working bis way out over the water.
Charlie and Jim were alternately watching him anu the
approaching boat.
· •
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~rhey felt like clapping their hands with joy when they
saw the boat ~ hoot in and dart under the willows about
:fifty yards above them.
'l'hen they heard the oars dropped in the .bo~tom of the
boat, quickly followed by the splashing sounds caused by
paddling.
Wild heard it, too, and he prepared to give the two men
in the boat a surprise.
Charlie and .Jim did not know exactly what he proposed
to do, but they knew he would not make a mistake.
1.'hey kept their hands on their revolvers and waited.
Nearer came the boat, and presently they could see its
outline~ as it was pushed slowly along under the willows.
In half a rninntn more it ~ra s opposite them, less than
ten feet from the bank.

\

we

"We're honest fellers OD a little errand of our own.
ain't goin' to interfere with anybody."
Our hero knew the man was a rascal by the tone of his
\'Oice.
" You are not telling the truth," he retorted. " Now,
then, l want to know what you are going after-or rather
what you were going after when I dropped into your boat.
If you don ' t tell m e, off goe&th e top of your head! I mean
business."
H e spoke in such a way thal the men believed h e meant
just what h e said.
And to make it more imprcsHiV<', h e pressed the muzzle
of his revolYcr again st the head of th e fellow he waR addressing.

"I'll tell yon!" cri ed th e man , exci ted]~· . " Don't Rhoot! "
Then something startling took place.
" Tell me, then. "
There was " a· ci'a shing son.nd as a limb broke, and
"Wc left something on the bank on this sid e of thcr
then-river when we was over here before to-night. "
Bump!
" What did yon leave h ere ?"
Wild had tumbled sq narely . in to the boat.
"A red handkerchief with something bed up in it."
He had been in the act of reaching down to grab on e of
" What was li ed up in it?"
·
the occupants by thr. coi1ar wh en the strain broke the brit··Money.' ·
tle willow branch.
" Money, eh? Where did you get the money ?"
Bi1t he was not half as much surpriRed ::1 8 the two ·iu the
" A man paid it lo us for brin ging a young lady aero~,:;
boat were.
1
from Plunket."
.
He \\' UR on hi s feet in an instant,'"£~ revolver in either
Young vVild West grew 11 ery mu ch interested wh en he
hand.
h eard this.
:wake a mov e or utter the lea st ootmd and you are dead
He wa s quite certain that the man was telling th e trui.h,
men!" he. cried in a meaning tone. thai 11·as plenty loud.
for he · could feel him trembling like a leaf.
enough for tho. e on the bank to hear. ·
" Where did yon take the young lady ?" h e rcsmncd, giv'rlw two men were so badly frightened that they gav e in
ing the fellow'. temple a littl e dig with the muzzl e of the
at once.
revolver.
'" r,
They were not Chinamen, as our friends had .supposed
"To Dan Ricketts' shan ty . Sh e is a relative of Dan·,_
at first, but were rough-looking fellow s, like the majority
wife,
so they said."
of the hunters and ~ sh erm en that hung around that · viThe
last worc1 8 were spoken in n tone tha t indi cated the
c-inity.
man was lying.
'·Don't shoot , mi ster!'.' said. 01~e of them .in a low whisWild knew it, but ho thought he had gleaned enough on
per. " We ain't go.in' to move.;'
"Sensible f ellows,'' answered Wild. ·' You just take an that line, and that he had solved the myst er y of the cry
oar and push the boat in shore. Don't attempt to do any- of distress ove1· n ear Ricketts' shanty,
" But be wanted to find out who it was that had given
thing else, for if yon do it will be the last thing you will
the men the money they spoke of.
.
attempt on earth!"
·
"
See
here!"
h
e
said
sternly.
"I
want
you
to
tell
me
who
The rirnn .very readily did a~ he was told, while his comgave
you
the
money.
ln
the
first
place,
I
don't
bef
vc
panion kneeled in th e bottorp. of the boat with hi hands
anyone
gave
yon
the
red
handkerchlef
with
money
tied
.in
high over hi s h ead.
.
The bow of the 1ittl e t' raft ~heercd in a.ncl struck. the it. I am of the opinion that it was to be left somewhere
on thi s side of the river for you. Now, who agreed to give
bank gently.
! _-.,.,_
The moment it did ~o Cheyenne Charli e and Jim Dart it to you? Tell the truth or I will surely press . ~~-""~
ger!"
·
~prang in and seized the two men.
"Ther colonel at ther soldiers' headquarters," an wercd
'rhey must have thought their time had come, for they
llegan to struggle in a d.esperate manner.
the .man.
But Wild quickly qti.ietecl them by ex.claiming:
"Colonel Denny?';
''If you want to ·cii.o just keep that up!"
·
"Yes."
They becam e silent and nfotionless instantly.
"I thought as much. Well, come on! We will go and
. "Now, then. I want to a. k you a question' or. two," he see if he left the money there for you. Charlie, just tic
resumed.
·
them up so. there won't be any dan.ger of them getting
"
"What's ther matter, anyway?" retorted one of them_. away."

.
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--·-Wild and his l wo partners now made up their minds
"I don't know nothin' about that. All's we know is
that they were having quite a night's adventure.
thal we was to git this money if we got her to Dan RickThings along the Canadian border were not so dull, etts' place. We got her there, but we had a putty hard
~Her all.
time of it, I kin tell you! Now we've got our money an'
you've got us!"
"That's true enough, and I guess we had better hold you
:for aw bile, too."
CHAP'rER XI.
"You ain't goin' to hold us prisoners, are your"
..\Yhat else can we do with you? If we were to let you
::!OME RISKY WORK.
go you would spoil our game. Charlie, just pul the othrr
fellow out here, and then we will tie them to this lree ti! l
Cheyenne Charlie had one of the men tied and was we come back."
~tarting on the other when Younir Wild \Vest stopped
"Don't tie us up," pleaded the man. "We won't :;ay a
him.
word of what's happened if you let us go."
"Never mind binding him," he ·aid. "Let him pilot UR
"I couldn't think of trusting you. We will tie you lo
to lhe place where the money "·as lo be left."
this tree here, and then borrow your boat for a little whil~.
:'.\JI right." was the answer, and when he had removed When we come back we will let you go. Don't ask me to
the shooter and 8heath-Jmife from the man's belt he hand- do anything different, for I ll'on'l liste(l to you."
<'<l him an oar and told him to go ahead.
That silenced them.
Evidently they thought that was a great ~al better
'J'he fellow n·as willing enough to c1o thi~.
·'Be sure that you take us to the righi. spot," cautioned than being shot or taken to the barracks as prisoners.
Wild. "We don't want the money and will give it to you,
Jim took care of the boat while Wild and Charlie tied
if we are not compelled lo "hoot you for being dishonest." the two rascals lo the tree, gagging then1 effectually as
'T'here was n.o reply to this.
they dicl f'O and placing the handkerchief with the money
Jt was more lhan cv\denl !hat the t,wo mcu ll'erc not the in it between them.
r,ravest kind of people.
.
As soon as they were satisfied that the men could not
That they were rascaL our friends had not the least get away wit110lTt the assistance of someone, they embarked in the boat and made for the other side of the river.
doubt.
The fellow with lhe oar p~ddlcd lhe boat along beneath
Jim did the paddling, wl1ile 'iVild and Charlie foid low
the willows for about a hundred yards and then, looking in the boat.
,\
Jim W'as keeping a sharp lookout both up and down the
carefully ahead of him, pushed to the bank.
':Irere's ther place, I reckon,'' he said.
river.
"All right,'' answered Wild. "Gel out and get it."
But not a sign of anyone did he see.
The command ""af' obeyed readily enough, our hero fol.'rhc night was wen advanced by this lime, and as they
lowing him.
had been OD the go since a few minutes past eight, our
The prisoner wa lkcd carefully up the bank, mea1mring friends were beginning to gtow a trifle weary.
his steps as he went, and finally paused with his foot on a
But the thought that they might be able to rescue .the
!!Ood-si~ed ~tone lhat 1rn partly covered with moss.
girl from the distillery made Wild anc1 Jim, anxious to
The moonlight shone through lbc foliage and Wild could keep al it.
~ee the stone quite plainly.
Charlie, of cour e, was willing to stick at the · work,
"Turn it over!" he commanded, for he readily compre- ihough he had no idea that he 1~ s heading for a whisky
hellded ihai it wa. there the man expected to find the still.
·
money. .
Wild had uoi told him who Dan Ricketts was and what
The captive stooped and pushed the stolle over.
Then he picked up a red handkerchief that was pretty
1VBJ.1 , 'knotted.
fiir::ereit is!" he said. "J thought it would be here."
··The colonel agreed to place it here. I suppose?"
"Yes.·'
""Well. then. now there is one more thing I want to ask
you."
··What is it?"
""ls the young fady safe at Dan Ricketts' place-I mean
i ~ she safe :from being harmed?'' · "
"Oh, ye~! '11 her· colonel is goin' lo come there an' git
her, an' then he's goin' to marry her."
"Did he agree to marry him?"

his business consisted of.
He had promised the old woman Meg not to say anythfog about the place, and he meant to keep his word . .
But lie had not promised her that he would not return
to the place.
That had not been required o-f him.
Jim soon landed the boat, and then they got out and
hid it under a cluster of hanging branches.
'!'hough the branches were without leaves, they would
hide the craft ·from prying eyes . in the darknes~.
Both Wild and Jini knew the still could not be very far
away, so they set out for it.
In a few minutes they came upon the trail the Deadshot
Band had ~ade in going there and back.

__..;:=___;;.__ _ - - -
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'l'hen they hurried on, keeping i~ the shadows as much
as possible.
It was not many minutes before the log shanty loomed
np before them.
There was a light jn the wtndow now, and that made
\\'ild give a nod of satisfaction.
''We don't want to make the least noise," he whispered.
"Let us get up there and look.in, if we possibly can. Th&re
is a shade haulea down, but there may be a crack we can
see through."
They soon crawled up to the house.
Under the windm1 they crept and then Wild raised himself cautiously and strove to look inside.
At first he could find no way to do so, but he kept on
trying, and finally found a place where the shade did not
quite reach across the window.
.
He got so he could take a pretty good look at one side
of the room.
Almost the first object his eyes rested upon was the figure of 1\Ierr the old "·oman who had released him and .Jim
during the"''early part of the night.
She was leaning on the table with her head down as
though in slumber.
There were two rooms in the shanty, and Wild could see
that the door of that whlch adjoined the one the old woman
was in was closed, and that a chair was placed in such a
position ,against it that it could not be opened from the
other side.
"That is where the girl is, no doubt," he thought. "I
wonder if there is a window to that room?"
He drew down beside his companions and in a low whisper told them what he had seen.
Then they each took a look.
Both Charlie and Jim agreed that the girl must be in
the adjoining room.
"How are we going to get her out?" asked Jim.
"That seems to be easy enough," answered the scout. "1
reckon we kin bmst that door'in in no time, an' then how
long will it take us to throw that chair away from ther
other door an' git her o ?"
Charlie did not know that there was a cellar beneath the
honse, where probably half a dozen men were congregated.
If he had he would not have made such a suggestion.
."We will see if there is a window to that Toom," said
Wild, not noticing what Charlie said.
He led the way around the house.
There was a window, sure enough.
But it was covered by a board shutter, which was closed
tightly.

- - ------- ...

"I guess I kin fix it," spoke up the scout, pulling out
his hunting-knife.
"What are you going to do?" asked Dart.
"Use this for a screw-driver," was the reply. "We'll
take off ther hinges; then ther blamed old shutter w·ill
come off, I reckon ."
Wild nodded for him to go ahead.
Cheyenne Charlie had some good ideas sometimes.
The. knife made an admirable screw-driver, and in five
minutes' time he had the lower hinge free.
"Now :for ther other one," he said. "Jim, you had brtter git up on my shoulders an' tackle that."
"All right," replied Jim, and he quickly did so.
All their conversation was carried on in low whispers.
It would have been almost impossible for anyone to haYc
heard them from the inside had they been listening for
them.
Dart got right at work on the hinge.
He soon had all the screws out.
As he dropped to the ground from Charlie's shoulders
the shutter came loose.
It swung open from the hinge side a few inches, making
considerable of a creaking noise.
Cheyenne Charlie took hold of it and pulled it out further.
Then Young Wild W..St gave a gentle tap on the window.
He knew he was running the risk of making a bad Inistake, but he was in for rescuing the girl the colonel expected to force to become his wife, and he did ·not hesitate
to do anything just then.
At first there came no answer from within, but a moment later there came a tap from the inside.
It was a peculiar tap, too, sounding as though it had
taken considerable of an effort to make it.
And it was just once that they heard it.
Wild did not hesitate an instant after hearing the answering tap.
He took hold of the window-sash and strove to raise it.
It would not go up.
Then he ga-ve a smart push on it.
It went in with the greatest of ease.
There was a bang, followed by a crashing of glas!, and
then the voice of a female exclaimed :
"Ohl Save me!"

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

"If we can get that open -we !night be able to find out
whether the girl fa a prisoner inside,'' our hero said to his
As Wild heard the words "Ohl Save me!" he leaped
companions.
into the window.
Jim looked around searclringly.
As quickly as he could he struck a match.
But he saw nothing that looked as though it might be
As the flickering flame enabled him to see he beheld a .
used for opening the shutter.
beautiful girl reclining on a couch.
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Another glance and he saw that she was bound to the
couch.
Her feet were close to the window, and some of the glass
from the broken sash had dropped upon her.
But he did not wait to take note of anything fmther.
He whipped out his knife and cut her loose in the twinkling of an eye, not saying a word.
Picking her up in his arms, he thrust her through the
mdow just as the door of the room opened and the old
woman entered with a lighted candle.
Crack!
It was Jim Dart who fired.
Out went the candle, for it was that he had fired at.
Cheyenne Charlie took the girl from Wild and then the
dashing young deadshot leaped out of the window.
"We must run for it!" he said. "Are you able to help
yourself, miss?"
"Oh, yes!" she answered. "I am so glad you came to
save me. I can run, thank you!"
She was pretty cool, considering what she had passed
through.
All fom of them ran as fast as they could, under the circumstances, for they did not want to leave the girl behina.
Wild held tightly' to her band, and this enabled her to
go a trifle faster than she could otherwise have done.
When she had run till she could do so no longer Wild
ordered a halt for a moment.
"Let them come now if they want to,'' he remarked. "I
will guarantee that they will be picked off as fast as they
show themselves."
But there was not the least sign of a pursuer.
-"I-guess they don't want to bother with. us," observed
Jim.
Then in a whisper he added to Wild :
l
"I guess I shot that candle from the old woman's hand
before she had time to recognize you."
"Yes, I think so," was the reply.
I·
Our friends thought it was funny why they were not
pursued.
But there was nothing funny about it.
Colonel Denny had told Dan Ricketts that he was coming to take the girl away from his shanty when she got
.d there, and do it in such a manner that she would think he
was rescuing her,
So Ricketts and his wife thought it was the colonel who
lfWllJ,.ol.l~.i.:Jhe sash in and took the girl, and they paid no
further attention to the matter, beyond putting the shutter back in place.
They had been paid their money in advance, and that
was all there was to it.
Had our friends known this they would not have been in
such a hurry to leave.
They soon reached the boat and embarked for the other
aide.
When they got there they found the two prisoners just
as .they bad left them.
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"How have you been since we went over to the other
side?" asked Jim Dart.
"Mighty uneasy,'' replied one of them. "We heard a
lot of shootin' up ther river a little while ago. I guess ther
Dcadshot Band has been at work."
"Good enough!" said Wild. "I suppose you know that
I am the head of the Deadshot Band, don't you?"
The men started and looked at him curiously.
"You ain't Young Wild West, are you?" queried one of
them.
"That's just who I am."
"An' you're goin' to let us go now, ain't you?" spoke up
the other of them.
Our hero thought a moment.
He came to the condusion that it would not do to let
them go.
The still across the river was an illicit one, and that being the fact, the Canadian authorities ought to know
about it. .
And it would be more than likely" that the two men
would hasten to it and put Dan Ricketts on his guard.
"I guess we will take you to Juniper Falls with us,'' he
said. "I'll promise yo1i. that you will be allowed to go
free as soon as you have testified in regard to the kidnapping of the young lady here. I mean that you will be allowed to go free on American soil; I cannot say anything
about what might happen on the other side."
So the two were marched back to where the horses were.
No one had disturbed them, and as Young Wild West
unhitched his splendid sorrel he said:
"Boys, you will each take one of the prisoners on your
mounts; I will take the young lady, if she has no objections. The distance is not far, anyway."
"You are going to take me to J unipei' Falls, I suppose?'~
spoke up the girl.
"Yes, that is the best we can do to-night," replied Wild.
"Please don't let Colonel Denny know that I am here,
then."
"You can rest assured that we will not, miss. We know
that it was he who hired these two men to kidnap you and
take you to the whisky still."
"Whisky still!" echoed Cheyenne Charlie. "Was that
place a whisky still?"
"I guess it was," answered Jim, with a laugh.
"I thought so. I smelled whisky all right, and it seemed
to be good stuff, too. I'll bet that's the place where the
Englishman gets his whisky that he sells in ther town on
this side of ther river."
"I guess you h~ve hit that right, Charlie,'' laughed Wild.
"We will find out something about that part of it before
we get through with this case."
The three horses rode along with their double burdens,
and as they did. so the rescued girl told who she was.
"My name is Faulkner," she· said, "and l live in Meredith, Minnesota. I have an uncle and aunt in Plunket,
whom I visited last summer for two months. During that
time I became acquainted with the daughter of Colonel
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Denny who has since died. 'fhe colonel made, himself
very objectionable to me, and when I came North to visit
my relatives this time I was in hopes I would not see him.
But one of the men who kidnapped me let a few words slip
that told me only too plainly who was responsible for the
outrage. I haYe reason to beli eve that Colonel Denny is a
<lonble-dyed villain and a traitor to his country, and I hope
and pray tha t he will not go unpunished."

" He did, eh? Well, that series you right. Now, Mr.
Atwood, 1 want to ask you a question, and if you don't answer it truthfully you are liable to get the top of your head
blown off. I mean business and I never make a miss when
I shoot! " and Wild d!'ew hi s revolver and leveled it at t he
astonished Englishman.

'·Wha-wha-a-at do you wanl to husk me, sir ?"
" How do you get yom whisky over here from Dan Rick" He will be taken care of all right., l\liss Paulkner," an- etts' still?"
swered our hero.. ··r will see to it that you are placed in
" Through a blawsted, bloody, blooming pipe, sir, tha t
comfortable quar te r~ for the balance of the night, and comes hall the way from the still hunder t he riYer to lhe
will have a guard placed so that you n eecl fear no one, from shanty of l he two ' un ters called Bill Palmer hand J ake
eolonel s down to th e low est rascals of the border."
Spots!" was t he reply and then the Cockney placed hi ~
·"!'hank you!''
hand over hi s h eart and shut hi s eyes as though it was his
'l'hat was the sum and substance of the conY ersa tion, and last minute on earth.
when they arriYed at the headquarters in Juniper F alls a
Wild laughed in spite of himself.
f<'w minutes later the girl was in the best of spirits.
H e called a gu a rd ancl promptly had t he fell ow placed
Wild and his party got there just in time to see a big under arrest.
gathering.
A few minutes later a man came runuing from t he quarThe Deadshot Band had returned, bringing fourteen t ers of Colonel Delln _y wit h the announ<:cment· t hat the
prisoners and no ·end of confiscated stnff that th e smugglers colonel had shot himself and was dyin g.
had tried to gel across the border.
'!'here is littl e more to acld t0 th e f'tory· of Youn g Wil<l
" Hooray for Young Wild West!" shouted Lively Hick, \re::;t and hi s Dead shot. Band.
when he saw tlic Young Prince of the Saddl e ride up 1rith
They had not been in ,1 uni per F alls long before Wild
the fair girl on his horse with him.
had got a pret ty good clue aB t o h ow t h e smugglin g wa>l1Cing carried on.
'l'hen everybody took off th eir hats and cheered.
Colonel Denny st.oocl in front of th e door of his qnarlen:,
Colonel Denn :v was th e clue to the whole thing.
his fa ce very pal e in the glar e of the oil laJnp that bl1rned
But the Chinese \rh o h ad been working wi t h his assistthere.
ance had to be taug ht a lesson . and t hey were suppressed
Cheyenne Charlie flaun ted th e r ed handkerchief that in short order .
contained th e money he had lef t. for his vmainous hireThe still ~v as also raid ed by th e Brit ish authoriti es a t1{.
lings.
:Minnie Faulkner l·ehuned to her nncl e and a1mt. ·
_\t the sig ht of it th e colonel immediately retired to his . When everythin g had been settled Young Wild \Y e,si
rooms.
and his Band of Dea dshoti; slar ted for Weston, Dakota,
.
.
·'Gentlemen!" cried Young \Vild West, " as my Band of where they arrived in clue timr . ready for the ne-xt t hing
Deadshots captured th ese pri ~ou crs , l will hold them . till that turned up.
morning myself. It is not necessary to have them com'l'HR EN D.
mitted to the guardhoi1se by Colonel Denny."

..

A cheer went np at this, Deering joining in with

b~art

and soul.
Read "YOUNO WTLD WEST'S BLIND RIDB ; OR.
The prisoners, eleven of 1rhom were Chinamen, were THE TREASURE TROVE OP 'l'HE YELLOWplaeed where they could not get away, and then Wild had · STONE," which will be the next number (59) of " Wild
a woman servant taka care of :M innie Paulkner.
West Weekly."
He had one of his band g.u ard the door of the room she
went in, in addition to this, and then b e turned in himself.
'l'he next morning he was up at six, determined to finish

up the smugglers as soon as possible.
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:!12 F'red Fearnot as Marshal ; or, Commanding the Peace.
2 13 Fred Fearnot and " Wally" ; or, The Good Natured Bully of
Badger.
214 l~red Fearnot and the Miners ; or, The Trouble At Coppertown.
211> Fred l<' earnot and the "Blin1l Tigers" ; or, , ore Ways Th an One.
216 Fred Fearnot and the Hindoo ; or, The Wonderful Juggler at
Coppertown.
217 Fred F earnot Snow Bound; or, Fun with Pericles Smith .
218 Fred F earnot's Great Fire Fight ; or, Rescuing a Prairie School.
219 Fred Fearnot In New Orleans ; or, Up Against the Mafia.
220 Fred F earnot and the Haunted House ; or, Unraveling a Gre11t
Mystery.
221 Fred Fearnot on the Mississippi ; or, The Blackleg' s Murderous
Plot.
222 Fred Fearnot's Wolf Hunt; or, A Battle for Life in t he Dark.
223 l!' red F earnot and the "Greaser" ; or, The Fight to Death with
Lariats.
·
224 Fred Fearnot in Mexico; or, Fighting the Revolutionist s.
22u Fred F earnot's Daring Bluff ; or, The Nerve that Saved His Life.
226 Fred F earnot and the Grave Digger ; or, The Mystery of a Cemetery.
227 Fred Fearnot's Wall Street Deal ; or, Between the Bulls and the
Bears.
228 Fred Fe unot and "Mr. Jones" ; or, The Insurance Man In
Trouble.
229 Fred F earnot's Big Gift; or, A Week at Old Avon.
,
230 Fred Fearnot and the "Witch" : or, Exposing an Old Fraud.
2 3 1 Fred F earnot's Birthday; or, A iilg 'rime at New Era.
2 32 Fred F earnot and the Sioux Chief ; or, Searching for a Lost
Girl.
233 Fred Fearnot's Mortal Enemy ; or, The Man on t he Black Horse.
234 Fred Fearnot at Canyon Castle ; or , Enterta ining His Friends.
235 h' red F earnot and t he Commanche ; or, •rea ching a Redskin a
Lesson .
236 Fred Fearnot Suspect ed ; or, 'J'railed by a Treasury Sleuth.
237 Fred F earnot and the Promote/.' ; or, Break ing Up a Big Scheme.
238 Fred F earnot and "Old Grizzly" ; or, The Man Who Didn't Know.
239 Fred l!' earnot's Rough Riders ; or, Driving Out the Squattera.
240 Fred Fearnot and the Black Fiend; or, Putting Down a Riot.
241 Fred l!'earnot In Tennessee ; or. '.!.' he Demon of thP Mountains.
242 !<' red Fearnot and the " Terror" ; or, Calling Down a Bad Man.
243 li' red Fearnot in West Virginia : or, Ilelplng the Re• en ue Agentl.
244 Fred F'earnot and His Athletes ; or, A Great Charity '.!.' our.
245 Fred Fearnot ' s Strange Adventure; or, The Queer Old Man of the
Mountain .
246 Fred F earnot and the League ;. or. Up Against a Bad Lot.
247 Fred F earnot's Wonderful Race: or, Heating a Horse on Foot.
248 Fred F earnot and the Wrest ler; or. 'rhrowlng a Great CbamJ:>lon.
249 Fred Fearnot and th e Bankrupt: or. l•' erretlng Out a Fraud.
250 Fred Fear{lot as a Redskin ; or, Trailing a Captured Girl.
251 Fred Fearnot and the "Greenhorn" ; or. Fooled for Once In Bia
Life,
252 Fred Fearnot and the Bloodhounds : or, Tracked by Mistake.
253 Fred Fearnot's Boy Scouts; or, H ot '('Imes In the Rockleq,
254 l<' red irearnot and t he Waif of Wail Street; or, A Smart Boy
Broker.
·
255 Fred Fearnot's Ru1'1'alo Hunt ; or, The Gamest Boy In t he West.
256 Fred Fearnot and the Mlli Boy ; or, A Desperate Dash tor Lite.
25 7 Fred Fearnot's Great Trot ting Match; or, Beating the Record: · .. ·
25 8 Fred Fearnot and the llidden Marksman; or, The Mystery .of Thunder
Mountain. ·
"
·
25 9 Fred Fearnot's Boy Champio'!l.or, Fighting for His Rights. ·
26 O Fred Fearnot and the Money .is.mg; or, A Big Deal In Wall Street.
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OLD ANDYouNG KtNG BRAD"G Drrrcnvr:s.
luiud Weekly-By -Subscriplion. $2.50 per year.

H11t1r1d

G·f

Second Cliiu illallcr al t/11 Nevi' l'o1·k Oflir.t. Marci• 1, 18!>9, b11 Fram: T6wlj.

~

SECRET

SERVICE

OLD A.ND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.
_..,..._.,..._.CE S CTS. 32 PAGES. COLORED COVEBS. ISSUED WEEKLY
LA'.rEST ISSUES:

212 The Bradys and the Black Riders; or, The Mysterious Murder a t

The Bradys and the Factory Girl ; or, The Secret of the Poisoned
Envelope.
The Bradys and Blonde Bill ; or, The Diamond Thieves of Malden
Lane.
O The Bradys and the OP,lum Ring ; or, The Clew In Chinatown.
e Bradys on the Grand Circuit ; or, Tracking the Light·
arness Gang.
72 The Bradys and the Black Doctor; or, The Secret of the Old
Vault.
73 The Bradys and the Girl In Grey ; or, The Queen of the Crooke.
174 The B1·adys and the Juggler; or, Out with a Variety Show.
175 'l 'he Bradys and the Moonshiners ; or1 Away Down In Tennessee.
176 The Bradys in Badtown ; or, The Flgnt for a Gold Mine.
77 The Bradys in the Klondike ; or, Ferreting Out the Gold T hieves.
78 The Bradys on the East Side; or, Crooked Work lu the Slums.
1
179 The Bradys an4 the "Hlghblnders" ; or, The Hot Case In China·
town.
180 The Bradys and the Serpent Ring; or, The Strange Case of the
F ortune-Teller.
181 The Bradys and "Silent Sam" ; or, Tracking the Deaf and Dumb
Gang.
182 The Bradys and the "Bonanza" King; or, Fighting the Fakirs in
' Fris co.
18 3 The Bradys and the Boston Banker; or, Hustling for Millions in
the llub.
184 The Bradys on Blizzard Island ; or, Tracking the Gold Thieves of
Cape Nome.
185 The Brad,vs In the Black Hills; or, Their Case in North Dakota.
186 The Braays and " Faro Frank"; ot, A Hot Case In the Gold
Mines.
187 The Bradys and the " Rube" ; or, Tracking the Confiden ce Men.
188 The Bradys as Firemen ; or, Tracking a Gang of Incendiaries.
189 The Br adys In the Oil Country ; or, The Mystery of the Giant
Gusher.
190 The Bradys and the Blind Beggar ; or, The Worst Crook of All.
191 The Bradys and the Bankbreakers; or, Working the Thugs of
Chi cago.
192 The Bradys and the Seven Skulls; or, The Clew 'l'hat Was Found
•·
In the Bnrn.
193 The Bradys In Mexico ; or, The Search for the Aztec Treasure
Honse.
194 The Bradys at Black Run ; or, Trailing the Coiners of Candle
Creek.
195 The Bradys Among the Bulls and Bears; 01•1 Workltlg the Wires
In Wall Street .
196 The Bradys and the King; or, Working for the Bank of England.
107 The Bradys and the Duke's Diamonds; or, The Mystery of the
Yacht.
198 The Bradys and the Bed Rock Mystery ; or, Working In the Black
Hil~
.
The Bradys and the Card Crooks; or, Working on an Ocean Llne;r.
2 o 'l~radys and " John Smith" ; or, The Man Without a :Name.
201 The Bradys and the Manhunters ; or, Down In the Dismal Swamp.
202 The Bradys and the High Rock Mystery ; or, The Secret of the
Seven Steps.
203 The Bradys at the Block House ; or, Rustling the Rustlers on the
Frontier.
204 The Bradys in Baxter Street ; or, -'rhe House Without a Door.
205 'l'he Bradys Midnight Call ; or, The Mystery of Harlem Heights.
206 The Bra dys Behind the Bars ; or, Working on Blackwells Island.
207 The Bradys and the Brewer's Bonds ; or, Working on a Wall
Street Case .
... 208 The Bradys on the llowery ; or, The Search for a Missing Girl.
20!1 The Bradys an d the Pawnbroker ; or, A Very Mysterious Case.
210. The Br adys and t he Gold Fakirs : or, Working for the :Mint.
211 '£he Bradys at Bonanza Bay; or, Working on a Million Dollar
Clew.

21 3 Th~ro~I.~~ys and Senator Slam; or, Working With Washington

&
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214 The Bradys and the Man from Nowhere 1 ol', Theil' Very Hardest

Case.

215 The liradys and " No. 99" ; or, The iiearch for a Mad Million·

aire.
216 The Bradys at Baffin's Bay ; or, The Trl111 Which Led to the Arctic.
217 The Bradys and Glm Lee ; or, Working a Clew in Chinatown.
218 The Bradys and the "Yegg" Men ; or, Seeking a Clew on the
Road.
219 The Bradys and the Blind Banker; or, Ferrettlllg Out the Wall
Street Thieves.
.
220 The Bradys a nd the Black Cat ; or, Working Among the Carel
Crooks of Chi cago.
221 The Bradys and the Texas Oil King ; or, Seeking a Clew in t he
Southwest.
222 The Bradys and t he Night Hawk ; or, New York at Midnight .
223 'l.' he Bradys in the Bad Lands ; or, Hot work in South Dakota.
224 The Bradys at Breakneck Hall ; dr, 1'he Mysterious House on t il e
Harlem.
225 The Bradys and tne Fire Marshal ; or, Hot Work In Homers·
ville.
226 The Bradys and the Three Sheriffs ; or, Doing a Turn In Ten·
uessee.
227 The Bradys and the Opium Smugglers ; or, A Hot Trail on the
Pacific Coast.
228 The Bradys' Boomerang; or, Shaking Up the Wall Street Wire
'.rappers.
229 The Bradys Among tl1e Rockies ; or, Working Away Out West.
230 'l.' he Bradys and Judge Lynch ; or, After the Arkansas Terror.
231 Tl1e Bradys a nd the Bagg Boys ; or, Hustling In the Black Hills.
232 The Bradys aud Capt ain Bangs ; or, The Mystery of a Mississi ppi
Steamer.
233 The Bradys in Maiden Lane ; or, Tracking the Diamond Crooks.
234 The Bradys and Wells-Fargo Case ; or, The lllystery of the Montana Ma ll.
235 The Bradys and '\Bowery Bill" ; or, The Crooks of Coon Alley.
236 The Bradys at Bushel Bend ; or, Smoking Out the Chinese Smug·
glers.
237 The Bradys and the Messenger Boy ; or, The A. D. T. Mystery.
238 The Bradys and the Wire Gang ; or, The Great Race·'.rrack
Swindle.
239 The Bradys Among the ;\formons; or, iecret Work in Salt Lake
City. .
240 The Bradys and " Fan cy Frank" ; or, The Velvet Gang of Flood
Bar.
241 The Bradys at Battle Cliff; or, Chased Up the Grand Canyon.
242 The Bradys and ''Mustv,ng Mike" ; or, The Man With the Branded
Hand.
243 The Bradys at Gold Hill ; or, The Mystery of the Man from
Montana.
244 The Bradys and Pilgrim Pete; or, ll'he Tough Sports ot Terror
Gulch.
245 The Bradys and the ,Black Eagle Express ; or, The Fate of the
Frisco Flyer.
246 The Bradys and Hl-Lo-Jak ; or, Dark Deeds in Chinat own.
2 4 '1 The Bradys and the Texas Rangers; or, Rounding up the Green Goods
·Fakirs.
24 8 The Bradys and "Simple Sue''; or, 'J'he Keno Queen of Sawdust City.
2 4 9 The Bradys and the Wall Street Wizard; or, The Cash That Did Not
Come.
.
2 5 0 The Bradys and Cigarette Charlie; or, The Smoothest Crook in the
World.
2 5 1 The Bradys at Bandit Gulch; or, From Wall Street to the Far West.
2 5 2 'rhe Bradys in the l!'oot-Hllls; or, The Blue Band ot Hard Luck Gulch.
25 3 The Bradys and Brady the Banker; or, The Secret of the Old Santa-Fe
Trail.
2 5 i The Bradys' Graveyard Clue; or Dealings With Docitor Death.
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FMNK llJMl)E WEEKLY ~GAZINE
Containing Stories of Adventures on Land, Sea, and in the Air.
l3"'Y" '*N'"<>:NT".A.lv.CI:!l.''
.EACH ITUMBEB IN A HANDSOMELY ILLUMIRATED COVEB.

A 32-PAGE BOOK FOB FIVE CENTS.
All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor 0£ the .age, and bis two fun-loving chums, Barne
and Pomp. The stories published in this magazine cont.ain a true account 0£ the wonderful and excitin
adventures of the famous inventor, with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extra
ordinary submarine boats. Each number is a rare treat.. Tell your newsdealer to get you a copy.
LATEST

ISSUES.

7 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Air Wonder, the "Kite" ; or, A Six Weeks'
Flight Over the Andes.
8 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep Sea Diver, the "Tortoise" ; or, The Search
for a Sunken Island.
9 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Invention, the "Warrior" ; or, Fighting
Apaches In Arizona.
10 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Air Bo·a t.; or, Hunting Wild
Beasts for a Circus.
11 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Torpedo Boat:: bl',· <\t War With the
Brazillan Rebels.
12 Fighting the Slave Hunters; or, Frank Reade, Jr. , in Central
Africa.
13 From Zone to Zone ; or, The Wonderful Trip of Frank Reade, Jr. ,
with His LateErt Air Ship.
14 Frank Reade, Jr., and- His Electric Cruiser of the Lakes ; or. A
Journey Through Africa by Water.
15 Frank Reade, Jr, and His Electric Turret; or, r,ost in the r, and
of !<'ire.
16 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Engine of the Clouds ; or, Chased
Around tbe World In the Sky.
17 In the Great Whirlpool; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange Adventures
in a Submarine Boat.
18 Chased Across the Sahara; or, Frank Renae, Ji-. , After a Bedouin's
Captive.
19 Six Weeks in the Clouds; or, Frank Reaae, Jr. ·a Air-Ship the
"Thunderbolt.''
20 Around the World Under Water; or, The Wonderful Cruise of a
Submarine Boat.
21 Tbe .Mystic Brand; or, Frank Reade, Jr., and His Overland Stage.
22 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Air Racer ; or, Around the Globe in
Thirty Days.
23 The Sunken Pirate; or, Frank Reade, Jr., in Search of a !I'rensure
at the Bottom of tne Sea.
24 Frank Reade, Jr.'s .Magnetic Gun Carriage; or. Working ror the
U. S. Mail.
25 Frank Reade, Jr., aud His Electric Ice Ship; or, Driven Adrift
in the Frozen Sky.
26 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Sea Engine ; or, Hunting for a Sunken
Diamond Mine.
27 '£be Black Range; or, Frank Reade. Jr., Among the Cowboys with
His Electric Caravan.
28 Over tbe Andes with Frank Reade, Jr. , in His New Alr-Sbip: or.
Wild Adventures in Peru.
29 Frank Reade, Jr., Exploring a Submarine Mountain ; or, Lost at the
Bottom of the Sea.

30 Adrift in Africa; or, Frank Rende, Jr .. Among the Ivory Hunte
wttb His New Ellectrlc Wagon.
31 irrank Reade, Jr.'s Search for a Lost Man in His Latest A
Wonder.
32 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serilent; or, Six Tbousa
Miles Under tbe Sea.
33 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Prairie Whirlwind ; or, The Mystery of t
Hidden Canyon.
34 Around the Horizon for Ten Thousand Miles ; or, Frank Read
Jr.'s Most Wonderful Trip.
35 Lost in the Atlantic Valley ; or, Frank Reade, Jr., and bis Wo
der, the "Dart."
36 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Explorer : or. The Underground Cl
of the Sahara.
37 Lost in tbe lllountalns of the Moon ; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Gre
Trip with the "Scud."
38 Under the Amazon for o Thousand llliles.
~.9 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Cllpper of the Prairie: or. Fighting the Aparl
in the Southwest.
4tl The Chase of a Comet; or, l!'rank Reade, Jr.'11 Aerial Trip '
the "Flash.'(
4 '· Across the Frozen Sea; or, Frank Reade J r.'s Electric Snow C
ter.
42 Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Buckboat·d; or. Thrilling Adventures
North Australia.
43 Around the Arctic Circle; or. Frank Reade Jr.'s Famous Filg
With His Air Ship.
44 Frank Reade Jr.'s Search for the Silver Whale; or. Under t
Ocean In the Electric "Dolphin."
45 Frank Reade. Jr., and His Electric Car ; or, Outwitting a Desper
Gang.
46 To the End of the Earth ; or. Frank Reade Jr.'s Great MldFllgbt.
47 The Missing Island ; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Voyage Under the S
48 Frnnk Reade, Jr., in Central India: or, the Search for tb~·
Savants.
49 Frank Rea.de, Jr. Fighting The Terror of the Coast.
50 100 Mllcs Below the Surfaoe of the Sea; or, The Marvelous Trip of Fr
Reade, Jr.
51 Abandoned in Alaska; or, Frank Reade, .Jr.'e Thrilling Search for a
Gold Claim.
52 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Twenty· five Thousand Mlle Trip in the Air.
53 Under the Yellow sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr's Search !or the Cav
Pearls.
54 From the Nile to the Niger; or, Frank Reade, Jr.. Lost in the Souda
55 The Electric Island; or, Frank Reade, Jr's Search for the Greatest\
der on Earth.
56 The Underground Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr's Subterranean Cruise.
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THE STAGE.

o. 41. THE BOYS 01<' NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
OOK.-Containing a gr~at variety of, the late~t jokes used by the
•t famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
i• wonderful little book.
No.. 4i3. THE ~OYS OP NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.onta1!1mg a varied asso,rt~cnt of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
nd Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuseent and amateur shows.
No. 45. 'l'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
ND JOKIJJ BQOK.;--Sometbing new and very instructive. !<"}very
oy.s~ould obtain this ~ook. as it contains full instructions for or1.mzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.--Tbis is one of the most original
ke 90-0ks ever publishe?, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
ntluns a large collection of .songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
er ence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
l".e ~ay. Every boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
bta1n a copy 1mmed1ately.
No. 79. H<;>W TO BECOME AN .A.CTOR.-Containing coml!te Instructions how to make up for various characters on the
tllge,; tog~ther with the duties of lhe Stage Manager, Prompter,
cemc Artist.and Propet'ty Man. Ry a pror_nincnt Stage Manager.
!>· 80. Gt;S WILLIA!\IS' JOK~ BOOK.-Coi;itaining the latt Jokes, anecdotes nnd funny stol'les of this world-renowned and
l't t popular Uer~ar, comedian.
Sixty-fonr pages; handsome
.ored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSEKEEPING.

·: o. 16. HOW TO KEEP A Wl~DOW G.A.RDEN.-Containing
.,..1 Instructions fo1· constructing a window garden either in town
~ country, and the most approved methods for raising beau tiful
• wers at hoinc. The most complete book of the kind ever pub-

No: 31. H<;>W T9 _BECOME A SPEAKER.-Oontaining tow~'-'
teen illustrations, givmg the different positions requisite to beCC!ll'C
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems fr~
a!l the popular ~nthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the m'§l°P
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49 ..HOW TO D1'JBATE.-Giving rules for conductinf !.r,;
bates, outlmes for. de~ates, qu_estions for discussion, and tbs ~
sources for procurrng mformat1on on the questions given

'

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIH'l'.-'l'he arts ar.. d wiles of flirtatll'.l'i.11 >
fully Pxp!~i~ed by this little book. Besides the various method r.:
ha_r.<lkerC'hief,_ fan, glove, parasol, wmdq'y and hat flirtation, it ot-e> )'
~ams n .full list of the langnage and sentiment of flowers, whiclb! ll'
m.t erest ing to everybody, both old and young. You cann-0t be ha)l1')
without one.
•
'
. ~o. 4. H.OW .'I'O DANCE is the title of a new and bandz~n.
httie book ;ust .issued by Frnnk •.rousey. It contains full inst 1·-~
tions in the art of danci.ng, "'.tiquette in ~he bali:room 11nd nt par~icG
how to dress, and full directions for calling oif Ill all popular :tq~
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide t o li®liOcourtship and ma1'riage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiqu1-ri"
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not 1~5
E,;rally known.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full lnstructhm In en-:
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad givlne ~:
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up
.No. 18. HOW '.rO BECOl\IE BEAUTIFUL.-One of 0CX..
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the WO!'~~.-.
.Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both ma!* &ID" .
female. The secret is ~imple, and almost costless. Read tb!§ llm~
and be convinced how to become beautiful.
-

· ~,1;.ed.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
N o. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Han•lsome1y !llustrB.t 'Ml· l'.l1
cooking ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats,
i ii, game, and oysters; al so pies, puddmgs, cakes and a ll kin-d8 of conta ining fulJ instructions for the management and traininr of I
u try, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular canary, mockingbird, [co bolink, blackbird, pa-oquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'.rRY, PIGEONS Amt
onk11.
RABBITS.-A
useful
and
instructive
bock.
Handsomel.J
Ill~-.
_·'l o. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
':eybody, boys, gi~·ls, men and women; it will t eaC'h you bow to t rated. Hy Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TPAPS.-Includinr tiil;;O
· •.lie almost anything around the house, such a$ parlor ornamen ts
~.,~kut9 cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' on how to cnt..:h moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bl -~
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrin~
ELECTRICAL.
. Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS .A.ND ANIMALS. -ZJ
· •;,. 46. HOW TO MAKE .AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mou1:ttl1.r•e
ption of the wonderful uses of electricity and eleC'tro magnetism · and preserving
birds, animals and insects.
,i, <'ther with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
Ko. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND l\IANAGEJ PFJTS.-Glv!nr ~:ft:
'
By George Trebel, .A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il~
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeplrof),
·-rations.
~o . 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- taming, breeding, and managing all kinds f pets ; also giving h ..iJ
' 'ii.; ng full ·uirections for making electrical machines, induction instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty -eltt~ :;
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kin~ S\7Cl:!
s. dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. publi~hed.
R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illust rnted.
lo. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTl-tICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
~e collection of instructive and highly amusin, electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW 'I'O BECOME A SCIENTIST.-.! U!!etux &im-il [0..
· , .. her with illustrations. By .A.. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry ; a!sll! Ql:P
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistr , and ll}:i
ENTERTAINMENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas ballooni:i. 'R'll;i!L
-o. 9. HOW TO BECOl\IE A VEN.TRlLOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
• umedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hana -boc~ [bJ
book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc
' ies every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 19.-FRANK 'l'OUSEY'S UNITED STATES DISTA.N@/..<l
and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET CO!\IPANION AND GUIDE.-Givine: ~YJ
il'!atest book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the United Stntc!il ffiiil/'1
0
To. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN .A.N EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. .Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, lb!Mf.'.l
V''7 valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., m.Mllr(i
,lllmes, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complrte and handy books published
No. 38. HOW TO BECO:\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.' • parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
W\01
· ney than any book published.
derful book. containing useful and practical information 'lD til:(J
o. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to <&'fQ!ifl
!lk, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. .A.bounding in useful and effective recipes for genen!J plaints.
,;kgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CO~UNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. ROW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND CntNS.
.!>Jc•
leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting aud al<:'rt.~
·ii witty sayings.
.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustratrd.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE':-By Old King B:rai~},
ok, j?iving the rules and full directions for playing JDucbre, Cril:;- the world-known detective. In which he Jays down some valu11}Jlr
ie, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventul!'!l:
ction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
o. 66. HOW 'l'O DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME .A. PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contll\IB;
d interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to wort l(! O
plete book. Fully illustrated. By .A.. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and otlkiOO
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. D11 WI,
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
. o. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAJfl'iJ
great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittan~
about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Dut'ies, Staff of Officers, P@:il
o. 33. HOW TO BERA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shol'llll6l
1ood society and the easiest and most approved metbodstof ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, authl:J
ring to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complet<11 !ln=
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis N11ml
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descripti©'
vo. 27. HOW TO RECI'l'E AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a ~
ontaining the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy ~O·
ect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtc>n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to B~~a many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

~~

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24: Union Square, New Yorke

Amagazine Containing Stories, Sketehes, ete., of Ulestettn !life.
:B"'Y" .A.1'.1" C>I...I> SCC>"UT.

DO NOT FAIL TO READ IT.
32 PAGES.

PRICE 5 CENTS.

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.

All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild ..
West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted. His daring
deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They
form the base of the most dashing stories ever published.
Bead the following numbers of this most interesting magazine an~
be convinced:
.
LATEST ISSUES:
36
'
37
8 Young Wild West ::U!ssing; or, Saved by an Indian Princess.
9 Young Wild West and the Detective; or, '!'he Red Riders of the 1 38
Range.
10 Young Wild West at the Stake; or, The Jealousy of Arietta.
39
11 Young W!!d West's Nerve; or, '£he Nine Golden Bu!!ets.
12 Young W!!d West and the Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker in the 40
West.
13 1i'oung Wild West's Triumph; or, Winning Against Great Odds. 41
14 Young W!!d West's Strategy ; or, The Coman che Chief's Last Raid. 42
15 Young Wild West's Grit : or, The Ghost of Gauntlet Gulch.
16 Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Double Wedding at Weston. 43
17 '\!ouug Wild West's Great Sch eme; or, The Building of a Railroad. ·
18 Young Wild West and the '!'rain Robbers; or, The Hunt for the 44
Stolen Treasure.
45
19 Young Wild West on His Mettle; or. Four Against Twenty.
2 0 Young Wild West's Ranch ; or, The Re negades of Riley's Run .
46
21 Young Wild West on th e 'l'rall ; 01-, Outwitting the Redskins.
22 Young Wild West's Bargain ; or, A Red Man With a White Heart. 47
23 Young Wild West's Vacation ; or, A Live ly Time at Roaring 48
Han ch.
24 Young Wild West On His Muscle; or, Fighting With Nature's 49
Weapons.
50
25 Young Wild West's Mistake; . or, Losing a nundred Thousllnd.
51
26 Young Wild West in Deadwood; or, The 'l'error of Tape r Top.
27 Young Wild West' s Close Cai!; or, The R a ide rs of Raw Hide 52
Hidge.
28 Young Wild West Trapped ; or, The Net That Would Not Hold 53
Him.
54
29 Young Wild West's Election; or. A Mayor at Twenty.
30 Young Wild W est and the Cattle 'rhi eves ; or, Breaking Up a " Bad 55
Gang." 56
31 Young Wild West's Mascot; or, The Dog '£hat Wanted a Maste r.
32 Young Wild West's Chall enge; or, A Combination Hard to Rent .
57
il3 Young Wild West and the Ran ch Queen ; or, Rounding Up the Cat·
t ie Rope rs .
58
34 Young Wild W e~t· s P ony Express ; or, Ge tting the Mail Through

Young Wild West's Mlll,i?n In Gold: or, The Boss B.oy of Bou lder.
Young Wild West Runnmg the Gantlet ; or, The Pawnee Chief's
Last Shot.
Young Wild West and t he Cowboys; or, A Hot Time on the
Prairie.
Young W!!d West.·s Rough Riders; or. The Rose Bud o! the
Rockies.
·
Young Wild West's Dash for Life ; or, A Ride that Saved a
Town.
Young W!!d West's Big Pan Out; or, The Battle for a Silver Mine.
Young Wild West and the Charmed Arrow ; or, The White Lily o ·
the Kiowas.
Young Wild West's Great Round Up ; or, Corrnling the RancL
Raiders.
Young Wild West's Rifle Range rs; or. Trailing a Bandit King.
Young Wild West and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively Time on
Mountain and Plain.
Young Wild West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the Mexican
Coiners.
Young Wild West and Sitting Bull ; or, Saving a Troop of Cavalry.
Young Wild West and the Texas Trailers; or, Roping in the Horse
Thi eves.
Young Wi ld ·west's Whirlwind Riders; or, Chasing the Border Thugs.
Young 'Wild West a nd the Danites: or, Arietta's Grefl.t. Peril.
Young Wtld West in the Shadow of Death; or, Saved by a Red Man's
Bullet.
Young Wil<l. West and the Arizona Boomere; or, The "Bad !\Jen" o ~
Bull et Bar.
·
·
Young 'Vild West After the Claim-Jumpers; or. Taming a'..""¥ 1 'rown.
Young Wild \Vest and the Prairie Pearl ; or, 'l'llP. Mystery of No i\'lan's
Ranch.
;
Yonng \Vild West on a Crooked Trail: or. L<ist on the Alkali De"Sert.
'Young Wild West and th e Broken Bowie; or, The Outlaws of Yellow
Fork
Young Wild \Vest's Running Fight; or, Trapping the Reds and Renega<l es.
Young \\'ild West and His Dead Shot Band; or, The Smugglers of the
Cn.nadian Border.

on Time.

3;:; You ng \Yild West on the Big Divide ; or, The Raid of the Renegades .
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